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Congratulations Class of 1995!
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Campus Crier
DOGWOODS WEEKEND IS HERE! Come see
comedian Mark Britten, followed by Barry Williams (aka Greg
Brady), Friday; April 28 in Alumni Field. Tickets are $3 for
students and $5 for general public.

Cheers

"An Enchanted Evening" will be had at the Dogwood
Semi-Fomal Dance. Saturday night. April 29, under the tent in
Alumni Field from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. Tickets are $15 each.
theatre fairfield presents "Premieres" April 27 & 28 at
8:00 p.m. in the Pepsico Student Theater.'
THE GLEE CLUB POPS CONCERT "Hard Rock
Fairfield" will be Tuesday, May 2 at 7:30 p.m. in the Quick
Center!

Seniors!!!!! Don't forget to buy your Senior Week tickets!
Class of 1995! Pick up your graduation announcements at the registrars office, Canisuis 200.
Baccalaureate Mass will be on Saturday, May 20, behind Bellarmine Hall at 4:00 p.m.
The forty-fifth Commencement will be held on Sunday, May 21, behind Bellarmine Hall. The
ceremonies will begin at 10:00 a.m.

Sons and Daughters of Fairfield Alumni!! If your name is not on the
following list, please call Michelle in the Alumni Office at ext. 2417, so she can make
sure both you and your parents are invited to the Sons & Daughters Breakfast" on the
morning of Commencement:
Lisa Albis, Lise Bacik, Michael Bardorg, Kenneth Borkowski, Susan
Burgdorfer, Jennifer Chrzanowski, Cathleen Daly, Jonathan D'Andrea, Bernard
Davis, Andrea DellaBitt, Devin Doolan, Rachel Dunn, Stephen Elliott, EricaFappiano,
Meghan Fitzgerald, Sean Gallary, Anna Guerin, Lysbeth Guillorn, Margaret
Haberbusch, Adam Kelley, Susan Kolcun, Rebecca Lawlor, Shelia Leary, Paul
Madden, Elizabeth Madzula, megan Mazzara, Brian Casey, Kelly Morris, Meghan
O'Brien, Matthew Rashid, Lauren Reitwiesner, Brian Rosa, Jonathan Sabol, Marcelino
San Miguel, Marcy Steponaitis, John Sullivan, Sarah Truscinski, and Melissa Walko.

J/

Classifieds
MACINTOSH COMPUTER & PRINTER. Complete system only $499. Call Chris at
800-289-5685.
' •
Babysitter—Fun-loving—Warm hearted. Own car—no smoking. Preferably will be around
in the Fall. 2 children—6 and 12. Flexible hours afternoons approximately 1-7 two days/week. Salary
negotiable. 226-0767.
STUDENTS: Over 120 American manufacturers need you to assemble products at home.
Circuit boards, jewelry, holiday decorations, etc. Earn $280 to $652 weekly. Part time/full time.
Experience unnecessary/will train. You're paid weekly. Call 1-602-680-7444 Ext. 1001C.
CARIBBEAN/MEXICO 189 R/T; EUROPE 169; CALIFORNIA 129. If you can beat
these prices start your own damn airline! Air-Tech Ltd. (212) 219-7000; info@aerotech.com
Waitress/Waiter position open. Thurs, Fri, or Sat. nights. Applications available with
bartender. Bring a Grape Smile!
Optometric assistant/technician for busy Westport eye doctor. This position provides
a unique blend of business and technical activities. It is an excellent opportunity to translate academic
knowledge into practical, tangible skills. We seek a reliable aggressive team member who is
personable, self-directed, and well-motivated. We offer a secure, stable position in a growing practice.
Call 225-9426 between 9:45 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. and/or send resume to: Dr. Robert L. Ross, 500 Post
Road E. Suite 280, Westport. CT 06880.
Spring/Summer work opportunity. Individuals needed to yardwork, painting, and household
projects. Also needed—individual to assist in housework. Flexible hours. Call 254-4631.
Retail Sales/part time. Coach leatherwear seeking sales associates for Westport location.
Please contact store manager 221-0772 for more information. Ideal for college students.
BABYSITTER WANTED FOR THE SUMMER. Care for easygoing toddler. Flexible
hours 15-25 hr/wk. Days. Near university. Own transportation. References. $5-$7/hr. 371-6141.
Call immediately.

..to the priest with the spinach
quiche..to cute redheads who type
in all the Cheers & Boos her
housemates want..to awesome
housemates who give you Cheers
& Boos..to scavenger hunts..to
finally having the Andros
experience..to having a party you
can wear your pajamas to..to size
36B black bras..to Mark Beyerly 's
keyboard..to Fr. Kelley's
autograph..to pushover judges..to
judges who make sure they get
complimented..to friends who
make you feel like you're
outstanding..to men who wear
underwear on their heads..to
desperate teams making pitiful
attempts at four-part harmony..to
going on pizza runs when you
have half and hour until you have
to sing..to to men who like you
even though you're overanalytical
and drag out conversations..to
friends and family who travel
great lengths to see Glee Club
concerts..to rollerblading up a
flight of stairs..to men who
actually enjoy going dress
shopping..to being in the
. Thursday Group..to notes in your
shoe..to clean rooms—praise the
Lord!..to Jose the mailman..to
Fairfield Premieres and Humyn
Nature..to Tom McCarthy, just
because he's a frig..to seven good
songs in a row on the radio..to
people who don't have to have
their fillings taken out after all..to '
having the sweetest semiformal
date in town (this is NOT you,
McCarthy! )..to back rubs..to short
people..to tall people..to average
height people..to shiny happy
people holding hands..to Sally P,
because she's awesome too..to
alumni liasons who run the bus..to
snap prizes...to tea bags
(yummy!)..to men who teach you
new wordss..to roommates who
have a townhouse next year..to
late night conversations that last
till 4:00 am when you have early
first.to my math savior—Dr.
Mulvey..to
everything..to
summer!..to balshitta..to General
Hospital..to Voice Message,
Voice Message..to My So-Called
Life on MTV..to power ho.ur..to
friends who listen to your
problems..to four weeks until
Miami..to the Jogues 2 Restaurant
that gives haircuts..to bonding in
the bushes..to winning a case of
beer..to walking on the wild
side..to playing pranks on future
housemates..to Dwyer's magic
hugs..to Tuly..to "do not go in
there"..to #37 on the baseball
team—you look so cute in your
uniform..to wrestlemaina in
Jogues..to #22..to the Red Baron
being the best-dressed kid on
campus..to Flash and Black
lace..to one stud and all the ladies
in New Haven..to Rye bread, Corn
on the Cob, or Corn idiot..

Boos

..to the priest running out of
spinach quichctp not having time
to. study for exams..to people
going with the wrong people to
Dogwoods..to people who say you
live in a house full of clones..to
having to actually study when
there's less than a month of school
left..to competitive people who
are immature at games..to to
housemates who make you feel
like a moron at your birthday
party..to Drifting (just kidding)..to
having one week to write a thirty
page paper..to baby brothers who
think your concerts are boring..to
conductors who play favorites..to
rain..to being tired all the time..to
waiting on line for tickets..to not
having a Dogwoods dress yet..to
not yet having achieved world
peace or an end to hunger..to
people who boo the Unity
March..to it being the last time to
harass your housemates for
Cheers and Boos..to graduating
and leaving wonderful people
behind..to three more years of
school, .'to mold—just because, .to
people heing out there who don't
like pink..to mornings..to only
having two days left of your
internship..to being overanalytical
and
stretching
out
conversations..to people who
confuse you..to security people
who lood at you like you're crazy
just because you're wearing a
crown
and
pajamas..to
graduation..to having too many
ads..to irritating contact lenses..to
not being able to find yourdesk..to
isms..to prejudice..to people who
have no Cheers and Boos..to
roomates who scare you by having
deep experiences after the
circus..to allergies..to sour
blackberries..to overreacting..to
being high-strung..to all your
friends living in different dorms
next year..to unreturned voicemail
messages..to hooking up and not
knowing it..to scammers who get
caught with more than one
girlfriend..to swimteamers who
can't keep their hands to
themselves..to wanting guys you
can't have..to psycho stalking
girls..to obnoxious girls on Jogues
2..to denying a hookup..to leg
braces..to the cool chief whocan't.
keep beer in his cup..to sleeping
in the hallways..to realizing the
ideal man doesn't exist..to having
your 16 year old sister outdrink
you..to obsessions..to guys who
play mind games..to guys whose.
names begin with the letter J..to
WW III in Campion..to the mean
drunk..to not having long distance
service..to school almost being
over..to not having a roommate
for next year, .to not having a date
for Dogwoods..to missing my
dog, Coconut..to everything..to
people who applaud during every
movement..
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Most likely to...

Most likely to..."

. .make dinner with wine for 5 girls. . .Kevin Guinan
. .organize the Cereal Bandits.. .Lou Vigliotti
. .go to Atlantic City at 1a.m... .Vigs and Korky
. .get a note with instructions from his girlfriend.. .Todd
Wise
. .hook up with her date's friend at Dogwoods. . .Mary
Johnson
. .graduate without knowing his ex-girlfriend hooked up
with his housemate.. .Garuch
. .be robbed.. .Pier 7
. .have an anxiety attack.. .Amy Gasperack
. .call her mom. . .Amy Gasperack
. .be drunk off half a beer. . .Sarah Zack
. .get left in Barbados on Spring Break.. .Erica Fappiano
. .go to Dunkin Donuts. . .Lynn Nugent and Jen Baron
. .have some antibiotic-requiring ointment. . .Renee
Ladasky
. .still believe in the Easter Bunny.. .Amy Gasperack
. .be stalked.. .Brett Dickinson
. .commit a terrorist act.. Jill Pekar
. .have an attack.. .Sarah Zack
. .marry someone shorter than herself. . .Sarah Zack
. .marry the boss's son.. . Amy Gasperack
. .lose her keys.. .Lynn Nugent
. .be in G.A... .Todd Wise
. .be Pete Conk's favorite month. . January
. .eat a fruit salad. . .Matt Drury
. .be mistaken for an extra in the Wizard of Oz. . Jen
Musillo
. .hit on my girlfriend. . .Matt Webb
. .be your friend and your enemy at the same time.. .Deb
Shea
. .steal CD's or a Sega game.. .Pete Holowesko
. .keep a hook-up secret from St. Croix.. .Rob Haggerty
. .hide from Security. . .Pat Cole
. .eat his snouts.. .Matt Drury
. .hook up with nurses.. .Vigs and Rich
. .get a pearl necklace for her birthday. . .Kara Jacques
. .hook up with a stripper down south.. .Korky
. .have her bra pinned to TH 141 's cork board. . .Beth
Areson
. .have Garuch's sister's bra found underneath his bed. .
.Lou Vigliotti
V.cheat on her boyfriend at the beach.. .Kate
^/

. .walk down the aisle in a full body cast. . .Jen Russo
. .have a pet peeve.. .Jen Gaonach
. .calculate the days until our 25th class reunion. . |o<1i
Koss

. .be evicted. . .The Sea Ranch
. .steal your furniture.. .The Sea Ranch
. .hug a cop. . .Jodi Ross
. .still be roommates in 50 years.. .Jen Gaonach and Jen
Russo
. .be their neighbors.. .Scott Torello and Frank Connors
. .be Pump's only other natural enemy. . .Jen Gaonach
. .keep her boyfriend out past his bedtime.. .Jen Russo
. .be a communications major, driving a Mercedes in the
motherland in his next life.. .Rich Zajkowski
. .date Pump. . .Art DellaSalla
. . trip on her way down the aisle.. Jen Esposito
. .listen to sad love songs. . . Cassie Lim
. .cry while watching an afterschool special.. .Jen Stoecki
and Cassie Lim
. .be late for her own wedding.. .Jen Stoecki
. .have her name mispronounced. . .Jen Gaonach
. .have a 21 year old "mom". . Joe Shearn and Art
DellaSalla
. .answer the phone on the first ring. . Jen Laura
. .eat the shoe sandwich. . Jess Esposito
. .have admires. . .Tomasina Fonte
. .serve hors < n-mii-. ; the Naut.. .The Silly Goose
. .be "Mini" . . Joanna Perron and Lisa Albis
. .get sick. . .Tomasina Fonte
. .think she's sick.. Jodi Ross
. .be amused by each other.. .The Sea Ranch
. .be dubbed the "Rancho Relaxo". . .The Sea Ranch
. .name his first child "Guy". . Joe Farah
. .do an interpretative dance.. .Kevin Arrington
. .become a leading sexologist.. .Caitlin Whelan
. .sing in the shower.. Jason Mistretta and Beth Kuehnel
. .work in the FU library for the rest of their lives. .
.Shelagh Scollin, Helen Shaw, Jason Mistretta, George
Pagano
. .be mistaken for a pregnant man. . .Rich Pisarra
. .not be seen for the next ten years. . .Pat Cole
. .wander out of the U.S. and not find his way back.. .Pat
Cole
. .get married. . .Pete and Carina

Grants available from $10,000.00 to S200,000.00
Any purpose. Easy to qualify.
For application package, mail S10.00 to

JRI Enterprises, Inc.

3208-8 Lee ttlvd
Uhigh Acres, Florida 33971
Tel (813)369-0505
R«x ^13)360-1533

This is a©t a "will find you financing" ad.

1 MONTH UNLIMITED TfiNNING

ONLY $49 ^n.

* add $2.00 per face session ID

CHECK OUT THE SEAGRAPE

TROPIGAb,

\m l 7DAYS
OPEN
7DAYS

CallIII
IS

Stirj'lcMjGer^tep

NEW COOK, NEW FOOD, NEW HOURS

Eggs, any style any time
Gyros, sandwiches
Daily dinner specials
Kitchen open Wed. through Sun.
From opening to late night
Bring in this ad for $1 off food
coupon
Watch for the Seagrape Inn opening soon!

3

Trumhull
452-0228

Fairfield
371-8261

Norwalk
849-0006

now
HOT
forrgl
an-,■■ NEW LAMPS
appt.

Hansen's
Flower Shop
And Greenhouses, Inc.
345 Reef Road
Fairfield, Connecticut 06430
25S-046I

\r

DELICATESSEN $

Take advantage of Gold's
GRADUATION SPECIAL
and order now!
Hot and Cold Platters 10% off regular menu
see menu at Gold's
Located in Grand Union Shopping Cneter
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Most likely to...
. .break a bone while swimming. . .Jen Hamilton
fall into every hole on campus. . .Jen Hamilton
. .know every episode of Little House on the Prairie.. .Jen
Hamilton
.know every episode of 90210 and Melrose Place.. .Dawn
DeMayo
. .to marry Dopey. . .Carrie Ramuno
trip while walking down the aisle. . .Jen Hamilton
get stuck in a fence. . .Kerin McArthur
marry a former professor.. .Dawn DeMayo
.to know the works to every Barry Manilow and Neil
Diamond song. . .Dawn DeMayo
.be the next softball coach.. .Carrie Ramuno
.an accountant for Disney. . .Carrie Ramuno
. .win socks at the Grape. . .Kerin McArthur
."puck" and go to Oz.. .Jen Hamilton
.be found at the Uno's bar... Brian Kaspar and Caitlin
Whelan
relate any conversation topic to sex. . .TH 145
. .roam the quad searching for peanut butter cups.. .Caitlin
Whelan and Wendy Cartier
.marry the first woman president of the U.S. . .Kevin
Casey
^
.be the first woman president of the U.S... Melissa Natale
.have little boys who love pink. . .Beth Kuehnel
. .make political promises and actually keep them.. .Kevin
Garofoli
. .be making cheesecake and apple pie for the rest of her
natural life. . .Dina Myers
. .leap off the Dolan balcony, then look up and realize how
high it was. . .Kevin Garofoli
. .start an espresso club in his medical center. . .George
Pagano
.hear "I told you so"- if she EVER has a child. . .Dina
Myers
be the only psychologist who markets oatmeal butterscotch
cookies on the side. . .Caitlin Whelan
.be in debt for the next 30 years.. .Class of '95
. .have a collection of utensils from the dining hall.. .Kevin
Casey, Dina Myers, Kevin Garofoli, and Amy Coletti
write affirmations to the general public.. .Regis Ground
'92 girls
be known on a first name basis by Blockbuster employees.
.Dina Myers and Caitlin Whelan
. .scare the hell out of Caitlin during Poltergeist. . .Dina
Myers
get sick within half an hour of each other. . .Regis
Ground '92
be found agonizing over La Ciociara sophomore year..
.Kevin Garofoli, Caitlin Whelan, and Dina Myers
wonder why they didn't just continue with their previous
language. . .Caitlin Whelan, Dina Myers, and Kevin
Garofoli
make funny faces during her classroom lectures. . .Sue
Vinski
. .make pasta in the hallway. . .Nancy Bartlett, Caitlin
Whelan, and Dina Myers
. .write an advice column on love & relationships.. .Caitlin
Whelan
.not follow her own advice.. . Caitlin Whelan
^become Mrs. Barry Manilow. . Jen Musillo
J
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Most likely to...
. .open a McDonald's in her garage. . .Kerry Postler
. .become Ethel Merman when she grows up.. .Tara Serico
. .wear brown.. .Denise Ricobono
. .have an erotic affair with her water bottle.. .Tara Serico
. .get noticed by laughing .. .Mary Johnson
. .become a gorgeous Lady of Wrestling.. .Katie Corsetto
. .become "Julia" at a party.. .Amy Ezbianski
. .have something to say.. .Denise Riccobono
. .lock themselves in a room during Alumni weekends. .
.Rob Haggerty and Tara Serico
. .meet her future husband by a Port-A-Potty. . .Carrie
Brown
. .choose each other as lovers if need be.. .Mary Johnson
and Tara Serico
. .become a J. Crew model.. .Paul Kelley
. .write her dissertation on famous slighted brunettes. .
.Tara Serico
. .do voice-overs for commercials.. .Rob Haggerty
. .go to the mall. . .Katie Corsetto
. .say "I'll drive!".. .Jen Musillo
. .marry Susan Lucci.. .Rob Haggerty
. .marry a Quick. . .Paul Kelley
. . get into some real trouble as Mayor of Lynn, MA. .
.Kevin Casey
. .be adopted by the Addams family. . .Tara Serico
. .become a stripper at Chippendale's. . .Pete Buck
. .change her name to "Suzie Q". . .Mary Johnson
. .perfect the "Chinese restaurant prank". . .Denise
Riccobono
. .misuse a word. . .Denise Riccobono
. .open an all-you-can-eat bookstore. . .Tara Serico
. .quote ceaselessly from Raw.. .Carrie Brown and Tara
Serico
. .become "Elaine" from Seinfeld.. .Tara Serico
. .get a guy off the roof of a townhouse.. .Katie Corsetto
. .wake up an entire airplane.. .Ron Vigliotta
. .have a giggle attack in public.. .Kerry Postler
. .hold up a Victoria's Secret at gunpoint. . .Denise
Riccobono and Tara Serico
. .slip and fall.. .Jen Musillo
. .discuss poetry at townhouse parties. . .Jen Mammen
. .eat off your plate.. .Tara Serico
. .be picked up by a 12-year-old in Grand Union.. .Mary
Johnson
. .have conversation-starting shoes.. Jen Musillo
. .teach a college course "Heavy Metal Values in American
Literature".. .Rob Haggerty
. .fight over things Hke strip poker and trains. . .Rob
Haggerty and Tara Serico
. .rip a Dogwoods, I Urvest dress to scandalous proportions.
. .Amy Ezbianski
. .make the side-of-the-head-bun a fashion statement. .
.Mary Johnson
. .be admired by the big Bahamian women.. .Pete Buck
. .become "Nurse to the Stars". . .Amy Ezbianski
. .make an art of feeling tingly.. .Kevin Casey
. .be the poster boy for Chia Dad.. .Don Demers
. .meet Catherine McVeigh in a courtroom, then take her
home to meet their kids. . .Mike Doherty
. .come out of the closet.. .Devin Doolan
^.retreat to Washington, D. C. to rekindle the flame with aV

Fast Food Again?
Service should be
fast. Not food.
Our fast, pleasant service leaves
you plenty of time to enjoy any
selection from our full menu, any
time of day. If you're in that
much of a hurry, call ahead and
we'll have your order ready for
takeout. If you're not in a hurry,
enjoy our comfortable booths and tables, our bright and cheery
decor. If you still have time, can we tempt you with one of our
excellent desserts from our own, in-house bakery?
• fast pleasant service
• in-house bakery
• serving beer and wine
• open 7 days:
y^
Mon - Fri 6am - 2am
«■*■ /■"■*/"■*'• I
Sat & Sun 24 hours
f^^/ (/ill I

90 Kings Highway Cut-Off
Near Home Depot
Exit 24 off 1-95, 335-4090

^^UJyj/^f
V^////£//

Fairfield University students get 10% off with student ID
*..'.
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PUT YOUR SUMMER TO WORK AT
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY CHICAGO
Early Session
Six weeks beginning May 19 [6 pm]
Middle Session
Six weeks beginning June 7
Late Session
Six weeks beginning July 5
Double (Extended) Session
Beginning May 19 [6 ptn]
> Day, evening or weekend classes.
> Courses in business, arts and sciences, education, nursing.
> All courses applicable to Loyola University Chicago degrees.
> Classes held at Loyola's Lake Shore (Chicago), Water Tower
(Chicago), Medical Center (Maywood), and Mallinckrodt
(Wilmette) campuses.
> Convenient touch-tone registration (TTR) system.
i THE SUMMER SESSIONS
I Loyola University Chicago
1820 N. Michigan Avenue
! Chicago, IL 60611-2196

To receive your free copy
of the 1995 The Summer Sessions
bulletin, return coupon or call
(312)915-6501.

[ Namf
1

Address
State

iCity

Zip
CN

THE EXPERIENCE ATWORK

LOYOLA
Ijg^l UNIVERSITY
J* CHICAGO
•^

Ms. Connie Shaffer.. .Kevin Ianuchilli
. .win a Pulitzer Prize fro his book on How I Got Through
College: 1001 Excuses that Can't Miss. . .Dan Sanders
. .to buy the Hot Tub and only rent to those he finds to be his
kindest bubs.. .Joe Bonavita
. .sleep through a nuclear explosion. . .Anna Guerin
. .say "What? Who? Where?".. .Monica Chelchowski
. .ask a question anytime, any place.. .Nancy Bartlett
. .have children named Faith, Peace, Justice, Chastity, and
Junior. . .Beth Kuehnel
. .be happy about being in Ohio.. .Melissa Natale
. .make affirmation posters for her husband.. .Beth Kuehnel
. .burn water. .Beth Kuehnel
. .write the book 1001 Ways to eat Pixie Sticks. . .Brian
McCloskey
. .defend John Boyle on child molestation charges. . .Phil
Deccio
. .take up tennis and move to Guilford, CT. . .Bart
Ciccolinni
. .drive his jeep out to the light house only to get it stuck..
John Boyle
. .live with Nate Geyershunt in Maine.. .Chris Comey
. .to succeed.. .Floyd
. .be eaten by the pile of clothes at the foot of her bed.
.Kathy McGuigan
. .be haunted by pile monsters for the rest of her life.
.Laura White
. .delayhis weddingforGeneralHospital.. .Kevin Garofoli
. .go into race car driving.. .Jim Bellemare
. .watch TV during a nuclear fall-out. . .Scott Davidson
. .live off his future wife.. .Kevin Casey
. .have a pet monkey.. .Jim Sulzer
. .live in matching houses with white picket fences next
door to each other forever. . .Kerrin Fenton and Tara
Fischetti
. .be a lounge Karaoke singer. .. Lisa Rezzuti
. .forget how they got home. . .Lisa Rezzuti and Kerry
Shea
. .become a Mormon so that he can always live with 5
gorgeous women.. .Mike Mura
. .kiss a guy named Fernando.. Eileen Ryan
. .have Diet Sprite cravings.. .Laura White
. .become a used car salesman. . .Pete Buck
. .be a used piano salesman. . .Mark Beyerly
. .become a Chip-and-Dale dancer.. .Pete Pitucco
. .own a Hooters restaurant. . .Ron Vigliotta
. .have been murdered by her husband for excessive snooze
bar usage.. .Wendy Cartier
. .have a pink wedding dress.. .Beth Kuehnel
. .have a meaningful experience in a phone booth in
California. . .Beth Kuehnel
. .bond with her folks. . .LoriAnn Feeley
. .become a go-go dancer. . .Kerry Shea
. .sing himself to sleep. . .Mike Mura
. .sleep an entire day.. .Monica Chelchowski
. .replace Kennedy as the Alternative Nation host.. .Kristi
Olson
. .become a Madonna impersonator.. .Jen Heins
. .beat up a little Mexican kid for their cool bracelets
.Eileen Ryan
. .marry Mr. Edgar.. .Lisa Rezzuti
. .sing church songs but never set foot in a church.. .Kerry
Shea
. .be a Merry Maid. . .Kathy McGuigan
. .have random deep thoughts.. .Anna Guerin
. .suffer from nicotine withdraw ' i. ammy McGuire
. .become a manager at Sam Goouv . .Kevin Ridolfi
..get excited over Domino's pizza. ..Monica Chelchowski
. .pull all-nighters in the Mirror office for non-Mirror
purposes. . .Laura White, Caitlin Whelan and Kevin
Ridolfi
. .pull up all the shades in her house.. .Monica Chelchowski
. .eat rabbit food. . .Kerrin Fenton and Tara Fischetti
\^ .sleep through his owiiN .tit. . .Mike Mura

THE SUMMER SESSIONS

■ |*W5 Lovola I imcrMt\ ol Chkum An equal on

Drivers wanted: Students, retirees.
to sell Good Humor ice cream. Work
outdoors this summer. Be your own
boss.Routes available in your area
Earn $650.00 to $950.00 weekly.
Male or female. Apply now. Call
Mon-Sat 9 AM to 3 PM only.
(203)366-2641.

Thursday April 27, 1995
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Most likely to...

Most likely to...

. .suffer from Mirror withdrawl.. .Caitlin Whelan, Laura
White and Kevin Ridolfi
. .still be driving "Gilby". . .Shannon Gilmartin
. .be drunk with four hellraising kids.. .Heather O'Connell
. .drive her husband to bankruptcy.. .Heather O'Connell
. .still send her credit card bills to her parents.. .Heather
O'Connell
. .own a bar and get belligerent with the regulars.. .Heather
O'Connell
. .live poshly in NYC, producing at NBC.. .Deb Cullen
. .be the next Katie Couric.. .Deb Cullen
. .be a nomad. . .Jenn Anderson
. .not be able to tap a keg. . .the Jetty
. .be mistaken for a lobster.. .Kerrin Fenton
. .strip to Prince. . .Kerry Shea
. .make corn and salad dressing a meal.. .Kathy McGuigan
. .spend her life blackmailing Republicans. . .Annie
Heckenberger
. .be involved in a political scandal.. .Annie Heckenberger
. .become very wealthy. . .Rosalind Van Tuyl
. .be bullied by the Republican Party. . .Chris Pilkerton
. .sleep her way to the top of a local channel.. .Stephanie
Bransfield
. .marry well.. .Danielle Forbes
. .marry a Kennedy.. .Nora Daley
. .divorce Kramer to explore her lesbian feelings.. .Emily
Powell
. .settle down in Phillie with a particular redhead.. .Susan
Rueter
. .remain single living for the delusion that JFK i ■. is going
to come along any day now.. .Annie Heckenberger
. .marry Brendan Friel and nag him for the rest of his life.
. .Katie McNellis
. .assault a police officer.. .Joe Bonavita
. .marry a lacrosse player and drive her kids to lax little
league. . .Kathryn Falk
. .marry a complacent doctor who can treat her malady of
the moment. . .Laura Bergen
. .befriend Amy Fisher.. .Meghan O'Brien
. .be caught in a love triangle.. .Missy Ackerton
. .be surrounded by the admirers.. .Maureen Martin
. .compete against Ricki Lake with her own talk show. .
.Annie Heckenberger
. .marry the "quiet but wild behind closed doors" type. .
.Andrew & Chris Knauf
. .make their fortune and write an autobiography.. .Andrew
& Chris Knauf
. .get fired after the boss overhears Joe's nickname for the
\first time. . .Joe Shearn
J

.lock Kitty out of her room. . .Laura White
.drink a bottle of ketchup.. .Kathy McGuigan
.marry Mario Andretti.. .Laura White
.be ready for a flood anytime.. .Kerry Shea
.gossip. . .Don & Mike
.gossip.. .The Baked Potato
.still be dreaming about Meg O'Brien.. .Dan Sanders
.marry Maria.. .Phil DeCiocco
.be the most powerful attorney in N.Y. State. . .Phil
DeCiocco
. .get fired from Sports Illustrated after losing a sexual
harassment case filed by the swimsuit models. . .Brian
McCloskey
. .on permanent retainer representing Joe Bonavita.. .Phil
DeCiocco
. .remake an Aerosmith song. . .Eileen Ryan, Georgina
Knowles and Kerry Shea
. .be arrested for polygamy.. .Melinda Livingstone
. .cheat at Asshole. . .Nilanthi
. .get into a deep discussion about the true meaning of
STP's "Vaseline".. .Kristen Graham
. .a tyrant when playing drinking games. . .Andrea
Livingstone
. .take 3 hours to get ready to go out.. .TH 114
. .work on the "All OJ All Day Network".. .Mike Mura
. .be found in the back of Kramer's pick-up.. .Pump
. .lead a secret life.. .Kristen Abatiello
. .eat Special Dark.. .Kara Ferguson
. .go to Dogwoods with Sully. . .Pea
. .set off metal detectors with his face.. .Rick Dodge
. .be seen in horse apparel. . .Kristen Abatiello
. .hang out with townies.. .Marci Iuliani
. .finally find their butts. . .Aimee Santora and Brian
Crowley
. .be found in front of the mirror.. .John Amato
. .sing the national anthem at the World Series. .' .Anna
Guerin
. .lose her underwear at The Chicken.. .Lori Zampiva
. .do it Kentucky style.. .Joe Shearn
. .compliment herself.. .Marci Iuliani
. .not pay bills.. .Aine Gleeson
. .become a professional sandwich artist. . .Pump
. .become a bartender at Club Med.. .Chris Kramer
. .date a foreign film star.. .Rick
. .be found with Steve Shannon.. .Jen McStravik
. .be found hitting on the nearest drunk girl.. .Brian Weiss
. .be found singing The Division Bell.. .BeaV and Pea
. .be seen at a Smiths reunion.. .Frank Connors and Lori
VZampiva

"WHERE CAN 1 TAKE
A SUMMER SCHOOL
SESSION THAT WILL
HELP ME
IN THE FALL?"

SUMMER SESSION I
May 22 — June 23
SUMMER SESSION II
June 26 — July 28
At the end erf"most summers on Long Island, you
have a nice tan to show for, it. This summer, we'd
like to suggest something that won't \.\di: away.
, lake a srinnilaring course or two at Howling.
Seleet from offerings in Business, Education, anc
Arts .\\M Sciences. Or take classes in Aviation or
Global Transportation at our averting,', new NAI
(enter.' You'll enjo\ inspiring classes ot fewer
than 20 students. And you'll be taught by one ot
our experienced faculty who knows how to bring
a subject to lite. You can register in person. b\
phone, or FAX. Hnrolimcnt Services is open ~ days
a week, (all tor MI application and course catalog.
Wherever you are in area codes 212. nl6. or IS.
lust Dial D-OYV-L-I-X-G 369-5464),4n a
other area codes. Dial 1-800-DOWLING.
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GOODBYE TO...
Late night and early mornings with Billy
Rowland Road
Paige, Daintry, and Casey
Laoti, Jenn, and Mere—you're all peaches!!
Surprise visits from Babylon
Jenn and the Captain
Mere and Minesweeper
Laoti and the car
Vacations in Cancun
Trips to the Japanese Garden
Playing in the leaves at Bellarmine
Cold nights at the Seabreeze
Cheese as a halluncinogenic
Tonight we Ride!!
Tom, Sean, Brandt, and Chuck
My Sharona and Three Strange Days
Jenn-my roommate of 4 years

Sir Red Eye and P-ing the B

Angela and Jordan and our so called lives

Star Wars Trilogy and our friends—Love Yoda the wise one

The Oats- the trigger-master
Mere and late nights discussing the men

THANKS FOR EVERYTHING!!

Hydroplaning down the hills at the townhouses

Love, Suzy

Gelekaie J)OQWOOJ> 1995
These tickets allow you to
a great nteht with friends,
food, and dancina.
it does NOT allow you
• Sex with someone
who says "No" or
is intoxicated.
* A place, excuse or
obligation to drink.
« A nisht when your
actions do not have

consequences.
The oniy person who can guarantee you
a great, safe time is YOU.

Congratulations Class of 1995!
Take a piece of Fairfield University home with you!
Local artist Marianne Hudak has created Bellarmine Hall and the
Egan Chapel as part of the Fairfield collection of landmarks.
Available exclusively at: The Angel Store
1462 Post Road, Fairfield
256-1716

PREGNANT?

CALL THE HOPELINE 1-800-203-HOPE
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
CONFIDENTIAL
, %X
J
r X
ALL WELCOME
■ fjft
C

".JS— 241ns ft A
a day A. '

Honest Explanation ofAH Facts
Full Discussion of All Options
"A Friend You Can Talk To!"

AMERICAN
ACADEMY OF
DRAMATIC
ARTS

(1-800-203-4673)

HOPELINE
WOMEN'S
GX!iV.Z.ClC«_^
J

AADA has been training professional
actors for over a century. Its success
is reflected in the achievements of
Academy alumni, who have been
nominated for 93 Oscars, 67 Tonys
and 200 Emmys.

Six-Week Summer Program
Two-Year Professional Training Program
Accredited in New York and California
■ For information call

American Academy of Dramatic Arts (800) 463-8990
or write 120 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10016

lake Gan& oj- y<uMel^ £ ecuyli oili&i!
Danny DcVilo

Annabella Sciorra

Jason Robards

Dennis Haysbert

Susan Haskell
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Most likely to...

Before I came to college I wish I
had known...
That it didn't matter how late I scheduled my first
class—I'd sleep right through it.
That I could change so mu^h and barely realize it.
That you can love a lot of people a lot of different ways.
That college kids throw airplanes too.
That if you wear polyester everyone will ask why
you're so dressed up.
That every clock on campus shows a different time.
That if you were smart in high school, so what?
That I would go to a party the night before a final.
That you can know everything and fail a test.
That you can know nothing and ace a test.
That I could get used to almost anything I found out
about my roommate.
That home is a great place to visit.
That most of my education would be obtained outside
of my classes.
That friendship is more than getting drunk together.
That I would be one of those people my parents
warned me about.
That Psychology is really Biology.
That Biology is really Chemistry, that Chemistry is
really Physics, and that Physics is really Math.
That my parents would become so much smarter in
the past few years.
That it's possible to be alone even when you are
surrounded by friends.
That friends are what makes this place worthwhile.
That you should never be dismayed by goodbyes.
That a farewell is necessary before we can all meet
again.
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Fairfield Mirror
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.hook up with the owner of a local bar. . .Julie Cwikla
.destroy a hotel. . .Vigs and Korky
. .marry a girl named Carina. . .Pete Conk
. .flip a coin for a girl. . .Vigs and Pat
. .be the before picture for a Dexatrim ad.. .Rich Pisarra
. .become a dictator. . .Shannon Carroll
. .trip over her own knees. . .Megan Taylor
. .leave behind nut studded refuse. . .Erin Pender
. .be in hot pursuit of me.. .Crissy Donato
. .cook dinner for boys.. .Jen, Jen, or Jen
. .never be caught dead without a pearl necklace.. .Kathryn
Murphy
. .say "IEEEEE want a Jolly Bub. Is that bad?". . .Kevin
O'Keefe
. .get "punched".. .Jamie McCullough
. .cause a scene.. .Sean Gallary
. .be seduced by a foul temptress. . .Brian Casey
. .share her bed with foreigners. . .Shelia Leary
. .have fudge on her fingers.. Jamie MCullogh
. .be looking for Mrs. F. Judy. . .Shelia Leary, Jamie
McCullogh, and Janice Marhefka
. .be looking for cleavage. . .Kevin O'Keefe and Mark
Ruddy
. .be seen with Amy O'Brien.. .Shelia Leary
. .be seen with Shelia Leary. . .Amy O'Brien
. .be found offering his body as a gift to women. . .Dru
D Mnico
. .go tu L.s first job interview wearing magenta jeans. .
.Brian Casey
. .fall in love after the first date. . .Todd Ulizio
. .forever be in love with Jen A.. . .T-Bone
. .be "The Mayor" in twenty years.. .T-Bone
. .be wanted for the Oklahoma City Bombing. . .Steve
Purtell
. .live for the wildebeast.. .Steve Purtell
. . "dip" during Commencement. . .Steve Purtell
. .live in his bedroom on a weekend night and not be
sleeping.. .Matt Drury
. .be running from the cops in his uncle's classic suped-up
Fiero.. .Jason Lopes
. .piss a chick off.. .Mike Bizzario
. .be "SLOPPY".. .Jason Lopes
. .get "sticky" in bed. . .Beaker
. .make you feel guilty as hell for staying in on a Tuesday
night. . .Jocelyn Barton
. .take you to Arizona Flats for daiquiries.. .Myles Webster
. .be driving a stationwagon.. .Jocelyn Barton
. .be found running the Boston Marathon. . .Elena
Antedomenico
. .ride off in the sunset on a motorcycle with a sexy man
. .Ally Weiss
. .lie her way out of a given situation. . .Pia Hartman
. .be the black sheep RA. . .Ally Weiss
. .dance on any type of furniture.. .Ally Weiss
. .hit a snow plow.. .Ally Weiss
. .become Amish.. .Jocelyn Barton
. .fantasize about Garfield.. .Ally Weiss
. .throw a party.. .TH 82
. .pick up a Piggly-Wiggly bag boy.. .Bernadette Sanchez
. .cheat at the question game. . .Liety Acevedo
. .be reading a biology book. . .Elena Antedomenico
. .lead a secret life.. .Elena Antedomenico
. .become a porn star.. .Heather D'Ostillio
. .be rejected by the same bar 5 times. . .Pia Hartman
. .fall out of the bathroom while flushing. . .Bernadette
Sanchez
. .get hurt or injured in unusual places (dry-cleaners).. .Dan
Begley
. .fall in the mud.. .Jocelyn Barton
. .have lovers all over the world.. .Pia Hartman
. .picnic in a field of yellow flowers.. .Liety Acevedo
. .fra-fra-fraua. . .Dan Begley
. .be late for her own wedding. . .Ally Weiss
. .play strip poker. . .Pia Hartman
.. "flag this". . Heather D'Ostillio
. .do an Axl Rose impersonation. . .Liety Acevedo
. .leave interesting notes from Maintenance. . .Elena
Antedomenico
. .be living out of her car and showering at the Rec Plex..
.Alyson Cafferky
. .be married to some guy because he had cool feet.. .Terri
Limido
. .start a fight in the back of the classroom when she's the
teacher.. .Nadine Hukkanen
. .be found stalking Brad Pitt. . .Wendy Piscitelli
. .still be playing Beirut in 30 years. . .Alyson Cafferky
and Deb Shea
. .be pulled out of TH 125 kicking and screaming while
mumbling something about "She's the devil!".. .Deb Shea
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Most likely to...

Most likely to...
. .have his hangers evenly spaced.. .Mike Bizzario
be mistaken for Rip Van Winkle. . .Steve Purtell
lie about what Deb Shea was doing in his room.. .Frank
Rabadam
.stain his roommate's sheets.. .Pat Cole
. .deny breaking windows.. .Pat Cole
.suddenly have a lot of Christmas lights.. .TH 106
.sleep at the High Tide.. .Kevin Guinan
.check her boyfriend's mail. . .Shannon Carroll
.be owed money.. .Lou Vigliotti
.wor'-. for the United Nations. . .Pete Conk
. .borrow :. .:ar when he's loaded. . .Pat Cole
. .be playi ^ with the Queen of Hearts.. .Lou Vigliotti
deny everything to the grave. . .Pat Cole
. .cry when she's drunk. . .Beth Areson
. .get in a fight over Beirut. . .Mike Cordasco
. .wear the same pair of jeans for more than a month.. .Rich
Pisarra
.deny he has a girlfriend.. .Rob Haggerty
. .throw up after any amount of exercise.. .Rich Pisarra
.hook up in a telephone booth. . .Deb Shea
.be destructive when his girlfriend breathes near another
guy. . .Pat Cole
bite. . .Tara O'Leary
. .sleep on the couch because the stairs are too much trouble.
. .Lou Vigliotti
. .be avoiding someone on the same spring break trip.. .Rob
Haggerty and Bill Jenkins
. .act as her friend's mother.. .Terri Yaegel
meet me at the gates of hell. . .Rob Haggerty
. .have no say in his relationship.. .Patrick Mammen
. .deny monogamy. . .Pat Cole
. .be mistaken for a hairy gorilla.. .Matt Webb
. .run into the hallway in his tighty whities.. .Matt Webb
. .make Matt Webb punch a wall. . .Terri Yaegel
. .bring home strays while his roommate is sleeping.. .Matt
Drury
. .play Beavis and Butthead in the upcoming movie.. .Darin
Rotoli and Steve Harding
. .win the Star Search Dance contest. . Dan Sullivan
. .host a tea party at the White House. . .Amie O'Brien
. .get a ticket for driving too slow.. .Sarajane Smith
^Jiook up with an Amy.. .Ryan Farrell
J

.own a Dunkin Donuts just to de-ban it from no-smoking
.Rob Haggerty
.hit his 100th roommate in under 5 years.. .Dan Meehari
.flood the Stag-Her in protest.. .Alyson Cafferky
.be incarcerated together.. .Alyson Cafferky, Deb Shea
»nd Erica French
.work as a physician in Jamaica (wearing dreds!).. .Lisa

Santera
.date every junior male. . .Alyson Cafferky
.be found at Dunkin Donuts at 2a.m Rob Haggerty antl
Deb Shea
.never again forget daylight savings.. .Sarah Truscinski
.invest in Taco Bell stock. . .Jenna Chrzanowski
.give hugs and break ribs. . .Jess Mantzouranis
.clear a room.. .Sarah Truscinski
.be a stand-in for Dorothy Hammil.. .Jenna Chrzanowski
.run over her roommate's foot. . .Jessica Mantzouranis
.never use her major.. .Irene Dowdall
.lose her bikini top in Cancun.. .Jeanne Marier
.burn down any kitchen.. .Irene Dowdall
.be found on a topless beach in Spain.. .Michele Merola
.open a Carvel in South America with a Latin Lover.
Michele Merola
.subtley schmooze women.. .Pat Fernald
.have her ID on the "You fake it, we take it" board at the
Spirit Shoppe.. .E. Ryan
.bring the Fairfield Police Department to a party. . .Kris
Otis and Eileen Ryan
.be mistaken for a blonde. . .Lisa Rezzuti
.meet a member of the Royal Navy.. .Georgina Knowles
.need "just ten more minutes". . .Lisa Rezzuti
.persuade the school bus driver to drive them to the beacr
n the middle of a blizzard. . .Otis, Ryan, Rezzuti, and
liilligan
.have a loud zipper.. .Lisa Rezzuti
.flash cars on 1-95.. .K. Otis and E. Ryan
.have "Power Hour". . .The Fishbowl
.go for a doctor.. .Lisa Rezzuti
.be gone on the weekends.. .Jeff Otis
.lose his jacket.. .T-Bone
Hand in accounting homework on spiral notebook paper
Todd Ulizio and Kris Otis
be cool.. .Bernie Davis
j

Now $2,714

Now $1,425

HOT.
MAC.
DEALS.

' X. £l\*lVf

Bum, baby, burn —disco inferno.

Macintosh Performa® 636 w/CD

PowerBook® 520c w/Modem

8MB RAM/250MB bard drive, CD-ROM drive,
14" color display, keyboard, mouse and all the
software you're likely lo need.

12MB RAM/320MB bard drive and modem.

Now $1,939

Now $387

Not the burger, pal—the killer computer.

-*-..

Cheap. Not as cheap as a taco, but hey.

RIGHT NOW FROM APPLE CAMPUS DIRECT.
Being a student is hard. So we've made buying a Macintosh'easy. So easy, in fact, that the
prices on Macintosh personal computers are now even lower than their already low student prices.

9

Color StyleWriter® 2400

Macintosh Performa® 6115 w/CD

Ink cartridge and cable included.

8MB RAM/350MB bard drive. CD-ROM
drive. 15" color display, keyboard, mouse
and all the software-you're likely to need.

Unfortunately, thev won't stay this low forever. So you need to forget about how hard your life is for a
minute and start thinking about how easy it will be with a Macintosh. The computer that gives you the power any student can use. The power to be your best!

Apple*

To order direct from Apple or to learn more about Apple products
at special student prices, call 1-800-877-4433 ext. 719.
Product prices, product atailabilih' and sales taxes may vary. ©1995 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights resened. Apple, the Apple logo. Macintosh. Macintosh Performa. PowerBook. LaserWriter Select. Color StyleVriter and The power to be your best" are registered trademark of
Apple Computer, Inc. Power Macintosh and Mac are trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. All Apple'products are designed to be accessible to individuals with disability, lb learn more (U.S. only), call 800-776-2333 or TDD 800-833-6223.
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Fairfield Faces: Juan Crespi
Eileen Harmon
Staff Writer
Many people at this
school don't know how effective
advertising Fairfield University
on the side of a highway can be.
For Juan Crespi '95, the green
and white sign,
which
camouflages itself with exit signs
and mile markers was more eye
catching and encouraging than
any glossy catalog with pictures
of tulips on every page.
In November of 1992,
while driving north on Interstate
95 headed for New Haven, the
bold green and white Fairfield
University sign caught Juan
Crespi's eye. New to this country,
Juan was a student at Pace
University, but felt it was not at
all the kind of institution for him.
Then, on that mild winter
afternoon in November, his
curiosity forced him to exit the
highway and follow to where the
sign directed. Upon entering the
gates of 720 Barlow Road, he was
awed. He could not get over the
beauty of the campus; the ponds,
trees and hills rolling into
medium-sized
academic
buildings covered with a frosting
of light premature snow. This
was a welcome change from the
huge buildings he was accustomed
to at Pace. Reaching the peak of
the hill near the chapel, Juan
stopped his car and took in the
campus view. He felt as though
he had discovered a treasure.
Acting on his intuition
and eager to fi nd out what Fairfield
University was all about, Juan
followed the black curving black
roads looking for an old building.
He
assumed
that
any
administrative offices probably

existed the longest at a university.
Juan arrived at the School of
Continuing Education. He fondly
recalls the friendly welcome he
received from three ladies as he
walked through the door. With
his charming smile and
Uruguayan accent, Juan said,
"Can I apply to this school?" Since
that day, Juan has become a
dedicated student at Fairfield
University, both inside the
classroom and out. From
volunteering in the Career
Planning
Center
to
choreographing acts for the
children's theater, Juan has
become very involved in the
university.
Juan Pablo Crespi was
born in 1971 in Montevideo,
Uruguay. The oldest of four
children, Juan and his family have
lived in many countries. Juan's
father works for the United
Nations Development program,
an organization that aids

asked what he thinks of leaving
college and moving on with his
career, Juan enthusiastically says,
"I can't wait, but I would like my
friends to come with me!"
Volunteering at the
Career Planning Center, interning
at Young and Rubicam, working
as a computer lab assistant,
holding an office in the Marketing
Club and the International
Students Club, as well as assisting
with the children's theater, Juan
has used his resources and
contacts for the benefit of many.
It is a common sight to see Juan
leaning over a computer terminal
in Canisius helping a desperate
senior with a cover letter. On more
than one occasion, Juan has
approached me with various
business cards and encouraging
words. "I want to help people.
I'm doing exactly what I want to,
and I think everyone should. If I
can introduce someone to the right
people so that he or she can get on
the right road, that means so much
for me."
When I asked Juan how
he felt during his first few weeks
as a Fairfield student, he told me
how he felt like he didn't know
anyone and it was difficult to fit
in. However, he did say that once
he got involved with the Career
Planning Center and working in
the lab, doors never stopped
opening.
Juan Crespi loves being
a Fairfield student. He said, "I
could never imagine I would ever
say this. My coming to this
university is so coincidental."
When I told Juan that the interview
has come to an end, he paused and
said, "I absolutely love Fairfield.
That's it."

■\

Most likely to...

<

developing countries in improving
their
economies
and
infrastructures. This position has
enabled the Crespi family to live
in Argentina, Panama, New York,
and now Paraguay. Juan says that
the biggest transition was moving
to the United States.
After graduating from
high school in 1989, Juan returned
to Uruguay to study law.
Describing that experience, Juan
said," It really wasn't for me. In
Uruguay the career choices are
much more limited that in the
United States, exposure to different
career paths is pretty scarce."
Disillusioned with law school,
Juan went ti' Panama to visit his
family in 1991. While he was
there, he enrol led in F lorida State' s
program located in the Albrook U.
S. Airforce Military Base close to
Panama City. When his family
learned they were to move to the
United States, Juan decided to join
them. A few months before

moving to the U. S., he chose to
attend Pace University.
Juan and I are seated in
the neat living room of his
townhouse which is decorated
with sports posters and panoramic
pictures of South America. With
a pause of reflection, Juan said,
"I've been in so many situations
that have changed so quickly,
learning to adapt comes pretty
easily now. I can honestly say it
all happens for a reason, because
I couldn't be happier than I am
right now." Breaking into a proud
smile, he concludes, "The best
end result of moving all around,
changing schools and adapting to
different cultures has been
Fairfield University."
In the midst of our
interview, Juan received three
phone calls. One was from his
parents who now live in Paraguay.
They returned to South America
two months ago. Juan informed
them of what he plans to do with
his marketing degree after he
graduates. His first stop is Buenos
Aires to visit high school friends.
Then he is off to Uruguay and
Chile to visit his thirty-six cousins
and once in Montevideo, he plans
to work at an advertising agency,
Young and Rubicam—the same
company for which Juan will work
full time in the fall in New York
City. Before returning to the U.
S., Juan will spend time in
Paraguay with his family. This is
a busy schedule for a twenty-four
year old who is about to embark
on a promising career as an
accounts coordinator a! Young and
Rubicam in New York City. This
position is the result of an
internship which Juan obtained
through the career center. When

. .open her own gym.. .Alison Dargie
. .confuse the bedroom with the bathroom. . .Chris Pilkerton
. .get lynched for blocking the parking lot. . .Sue Rydz
. .wear an extra large graduation cap to f his big brain. . .Mike Lunney
. .become the Mayor's apprentice. . Joe S' t ;•' n
. .eat veggies late night. . .Bill Esposito
. .hook up at the Garden Center.. .Jen Ratt'etto
. .work at a 1-900 number. . .Karen Gomez
. .scream "Nay, Nay...I am lost". . .Tom Burns
. .become a transvestite.. .Mike Verret
. .cheat at strip hockey. . .Scott Torello and Rich Zajkowski
. .wear women's lingerie. . .Chris Thomas
. .practice bigamy. . .Catherine McVeigh
. .play Tonya Harding and Nancy Kerrigan in the next TV movie.. Sara jane Smith and Am;
McGorry
. .eat too much cheese. . .Rosalind Van Tuyl
. .be selected for the O.J. jury.. .Molly Gould
. .write a best selling sex therapy book.. .the Knaufs
\
. .go into a Jolt coma.. .Brian MacClusky
. .be cannonized.. .Molly Gould
. .eat her husband after mating.. .Deb Shea
. .take his wife's last name.. .Peter Vero
. .dehydrate from spitting. . .Rich Pisarra
. .live in the White House.. .Amie O'Brien

:
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SHOP
_ I FLOWER
Fl

2151 BLACK ROCK TURNPIKE
FAIRFIELD, CONN.
TELEPHONE 336-1895
(next to Angus Restaurant)

Dogwood Dance Special
Long stem roses gift wrapped
$25 dozen or $2.25 each
Corsages and boutonnieres available
Open Friday til 6 pm
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Most likely to...
. .to eat a meal in 10.2 seconds.. .Bern
. .become a professional Spanish dancer. . .Liety
. .found singing the MEOW song.. .Jocelyn and Pia
. .play a song for a friend who doesn't want to hear it. .
.Jocelyn
. .impress women by quoting Shakespeare.. .Matt
. .to have a GONG in her trunk. . .Lyra
. .take the longest to vacuum his carpet. . .Begley
. .be easily convinced to go out when she has a test the next
day.. .Jocelyn
. .try to mooch off semeine's pizza.. .Maynard
. .be wearing a plaid micro-miniskirt. . .Laura White
. .be watching Cinemax. . .the Wooden Seaman
. .knife you. . .Brent Hayes
. .be mistaken for a senior. . .Lynn Raynault
. .call West Point from your house. . .Michelle Baker
. .still be sleeping. . .Jen Mullery
. .have a sod and hair collection.. .Cammy McGuire
. .be awake at any given hour.. .Monica Chelchowski
. .organize a beach clean-up.. .Rick Dodge
. .pick up a pizza delivery man.. .Erica French
. .use Gold Bond powder.. .Cammy McGuire
. .eat a7 course meal all by herself.. .Monica Chelchowski
. .be confused for the same person. . .Pump and Lou
. .be heard 10 miles away.. .Mary, Carrie and Amy
. .sing to the oldies.. .Kerry, Jen and Tara
. .be dancing.. .Denise and Amy
. .singing "La Bamba".. .Pat
.. get married first. . .Kerry
. .still be finishing her independent study. . .Nancy
Bartlett
. .lose her voice for every interview. . .Kristin Bokus
. .inspire all the commuters on the LIR to sing the Alma
Mater. . Beth Kuehel
. .be copying syllabi until the age 35.. .Wendy Cartier

STM

It's One Of The Most Useful Credit Cards On The
Planet. UnleSS You've Stolen It. Your MasterCard* is stolen. You panic, get
MasterCard
angry, panic some more. Then you call and cancel it. Now the thief is in possession of, oh, 5»ie ^sh Wj
SjtJIOY

GLjtSES

cents worth of stolen plastic. (Maybe he can use it as a coaster when he entertains

at the hideout.) So relax. You only have to pay for stuff you bought, and you

can even get a new card the next day* It'll be accepted at millions of places,

one of which must sell W wallets. MasterCard. It's more than a credit card. It's smart money"

*Crrtain condition! apply
OI995 MasterCard International Incorporated

MasterCaid
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Most likely to...

. .be wearing a red blazer. . .Lisa Albis
. .have her nipples and nose pierced.. .Jill Peters
.. be mistaken for Sade. . .Karen Gomez
. .get sick on woo-woos. . .Joanne LaCroix and Rob
Taylor
. .borrow a bike and never return it. . .Mike Lunnev
. .have UDB's. . .Kristen Barrett
. .be listening to Hot 97. . .Kara Ferguson
. .be sacrificed. . .Pea
. .open a Boston Chicken so he can eat for free. . .Mike
Mura
. .attend random functions in search of leftovers.. .Kathy
McGuigan
. .be reported missing.. .Kathleen Lehane
. .be arrested for making prank phone calls. . .Tara
Fischetti
. .attend the Policeman's Ball. . .Eileen Ryan
. .know every townie and Grape employee. . .Otis and
Eileen
. .give heavy breathing lessons.. .Tara Fischetti
. .advertise his law practice on TV. . .Dave Olsen

The Fairfield Mirror

. .be the Gainers 2000 poster boy.. .Joe Daguanno
. .be arrested for indecent exposure.. .Kathy McGuigan
. .hook-up with cousins to make each other jealous. .
.Kristen Otis
. .not brush his teeth.. .Jason Lopez and Marc Murolo
. .be found in the library. . .Chris Swain and Shannon
Gilmartin
. .lock himself in his room all weekend.. .Matt Drury
. .be the second home for alumni. . .the Frog
. .be reincarnated as Al Bundy. . .Chad Dawria
. .be found in Colorado as a mountain man.. .Todd Ulizio
. .be the next "Mayor". . .T-Bone
. .not go out his senior year.. .Mike Bizzario
. .be found cleaning the house and organizing the bills. .
.Kelly Morris
. .be mistaken for a senior. . .Gina Cousins
. .think he's the best.. .Mike Lunney
. .complain. . .Mike Lunney
. .not be found at the Upper Deck.. .Kelly, Adriane and Axl
. .own and run his own Burger King. . .Pump
. .be MIAWS.. .Axl Bradley

. .be talking.. and talking.. and talking. . .Anna Guerin
. .be found eating cheapies. . .Shannon Gilmartin and
Kelly Morris
. .organize a great Spring Break.. .Frank Rabadam
. .be the Energizer bunny.. .Kelly Morris
. .be related to Webster. . .Raina Papadopolous
. .be true to his girlfriend.. .Scott Torello
. .not be able to ride the rollercoaster at Great Adventure.
.Rudy, Morty, John Madson and Helmut
. .get beaten up by a Knauf.. .Mike Bizarrio
. .be mistaken for Curious George. . .Chris and Andrew
Knauf
. .be found in the Rainbow Arch.. .Andrew McReynolds
. .be empty. . .Larkin's
. .be getting free drinks from William.. .T-Bone
. .not be getting free drinks from William.. .Frank Connors
. .be seen at the townhouse Naut. . .Frank Rabadam
. .start and finish a bar brawl.. .Kara Ferguson
. .go bald by Alumni Weekend.. .Ice, Coach and Chad D
. .wake you up at 4 a.m. to tell you absolutely nothing.
.Anna Guerin

College Life:
A Few Things To Know
KNOW- WK.'cK ff-f-campus
books+ot-t vv!'/ buy b^ck your
H^eol $1? fexHook? -for more Hqn Z5i «<cA.

Speedy Research
Reports: $6.00 per page
Over 50,000 topic* & clippings.
Materials for research
assistance use only!
6546 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
2ND FLOOR. RM. 209
Los ANGELES. CA 90028
Hours: Moii-Fri I0:30am-6pm
Saturdays, 1 lam-tpm
Cuilom Rcicirch ivailiblc

fc <S>

K^OW: W^i'cK "30-rrVlnu+ef-or-'l•^-'J-fret,,
pizza place a'lvayj Takes exactly 3i minutes.

Vij»/MC/AroeJi/lr«

Call Today!
1-800-356-9001

LSAT
GRE
GMAT
MCAT

|CN0W* which evi'
<jnarter-eatin3 laundromat
*\4ch'me$ 4o avoid.

MOW THE

COPE:

IT AlV/AW COSTS LESS THA/v h9oo-c0lL£CT»
Hey on college campuses those "in the know" are the ones who rule. HfHfVI
B*l Rl Rl
And it's not just about being smart in the classroom, it's about being wise LLMiaW MM
with your wallet as well. So if you want a great low price on a collect call,
just dial 1 800-CALL-ATT It always costs less than 1-800-COLLECT Always.
There are lots of tricky things for you to learn at college, but here's
something that's easy. KNOW THE CODE, and save the person on the
ALWAYS COSTS LESS
other end some serious money You'll be glad you did.
THAN 1-800-COLLECT.*

THE

AKST. Your True Voice:

800/2 REVIEW
The Princeton Reveiw is not affiliated with
ETS or Princeton Universtiy.

• Promotions excluded 1-800-COLLECT" is a service mark of MO.

AT&T

© 1995 AT&T
*♦*»***'/»♦

»'J^
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You may write me down in history
With your bitter, twisted lies
You may trod me in the very dirt
But still, like dust I'll rise

Just like moons and like suns
With the certainty of tides
Just like hopes springing high,
Still I'll rise
Does my haugtiness offend you?
Don't you take it awful hard
Cause I laugh like I've got goldmines
Diggin my own backyard.
Does my sexiness upset you?
Does it come as a surprise
That I dance like I've got diamonds
At the meeting of my thighs?
Leaving behind nights of terror anc
fear
I Rise
Into daybreak that wondrously cleat
I Rise
Bringing the gifts that my ancestors

gave
I am the dream and the hope of the

slave.
I Rise,
I Rise,
I Rise.
Maya Angelou
To my Nubian Sisters, who have
been with me through our struggle,
We Rise!
Fiona A. Edwards

Seton Hall Law '98
Yale

School

of

Medicine

JOIN THE BEST
MINDS IN MEDICINE.
Employment opportunities at Yale University, a leader
in biomedical and other scientific research, offer a wide
range of laboratory research opportunities. Here,
recent graduates can increase their knowledge, develop
their talents, and enrich their experience in a stimulating,
state-of-the-art research environment. We have immediate
openings for:

Research Assistants
Research Associates
A bachelor's in biological or physical science
is required; laboratory experience is a plus.
In addition to many on-campus cultural
and athletic facilities such as our fully equipped gym, 31 tennis courts, and a regulation
golf course, Yale University provides competitive salaries and outstanding benefits,
including: 22 vacation days, 4 personal days,
13 holiday/recess days, and 12 sick days, all
paid. Tuition reimbursement at graduate
programs in the area and audit opportunities
at Yale also exist.
For immediate consideration,
send your resume in confidence
to: C. Mason, Dept. of Human
Resources, Yale School of Medicine,
P.O. Box 9168MP, New Haven, CT
06532-0168; Fax (203) 785-3165.
Employment office located at 153
College Street in New Haven.

||1 Yale University
^x

Yale University is an affirmative action,
equal opportunity employer.

Weeknights are Fairfield University
night at the Crown Marquis
The semester is almost over! Take a breather and
relax while enjoying a movie at the Crown Marquis in
Trumbull. With 10 large screens there is plenty to
choose from! The Crown Marquis features the latest
in sta-.e of the art THX stereo sound.
For the remainder of the semester, show your
Fairfield U. student ID any week night, and pay only
$4.25. For some laughs, thrills or thought provoking
drama join us at the Crown Marquis, 100 Quarry
Road just off of route 25 in Trumbull.
You Deserve A Break!
(offer expires May 31, 1995)
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Pea's Farewell
Lori Zampiva
Staff Writer
"Though we walk in different directions, we will remain side by side." - Hugh Prather
"We're never gonna survive unless we get a little crazy." - Seal

I would love to hide out in this tiny house on the beach for the rest of my life,
but it's definitely time to move on. After all these years, I think I'm finally ready. It's
amazing just how much I have grown up (although not physically!) since freshman
year, and I wouldn't want to have done it with any other group of people. I have felt a
great sense of community at Fairfield not only with the students in my class but also
my professors, and I will carry that support with me for years to come. To my friends we've been through thick and thin together, and made it. Years from now, I will still
be laughing at the ridiculous things we've done.
Well, Commentary is not my forte, let me go interview Ann again or
something.
I would like to say thanks to the other members of the Mirror staff (crazy
people) and good luck to everyone in the Class of 1995. ,

:.'< ■ 1

Top Ten Lines that will NOT impress your date or friends at

D0GW00D5 and/or CLAM JAM
10. 'I was drunk, she was drunk, I thought it would be okay."
9. 'I couldn't go until I had a good buzz."
8. 'I needed to drink so I would be more relaxed and able to
dance/talk, etc."
7. I lost count."
6. 'I don't know if I slept with that person or not, I must have
blacked out."
5. 'I couldn't say No."
4. 'I will know it's serious when I get kicked out of school."
3. 'My drinking and drugging is no one's concern but my
own."
2. 'Everybody was drinking, it's what we do."
1. 'I don't need to drink, I can stop anytime."
Don't let this weekend be the beginning of the end for you. If you hear or say any of the above,
talk to someone about it.
The Office of Substance Abuse Prevention and Education, Dolan Hall
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Most likely to...
. .hook up with a fat girl. . .Goonba
. .be mistaken for Shaggy. . .James Iannone
. .be reincarnated as a dog. . .James Iannone
. .beat a citizen. . .Matt Moughty
. .be a groupie ftr p <> )each volleyball. . .Steve Ustaris
. .design flannels.. .iviikc Lynch
. .succeed Marky Mark in Calvin Klein ads.. .Lou Rivera
. .be the next R. Kelly. . .Daryl Brown
. .sprout TV antennae from her head. . .Michele Reilly
. .be New Jersy's first couch surfing champion. . .Beth
Corbet
. .be arrested for indecent exposure. . .have his fingers
bitten off by an angry six-year-old.. Jason Mielcarek
. .name all his children "Clapton". . .Neal Salisbury
. .be banned from the Grape for bringing men into the
Ladies' room.. .April Tricka
. .have exclusive parties. . .the Rock House
. .shop on Rodeo Drive, .everyday. . .Debbie Cullen
. .steal Santa from the Upper Deck. . .the Knaufs
. .get frostbite while making naked snow angels.. .Kevin
Karch
. .be seen doing the the electric slide in the rain at
midnight. . .Michele Reilly
. .change her name to Cecilia. . .Michele Reilly
. .get free meals and booze from Fr. Bill. . .the Frog
. .have the least endowed house. . .the Big House
. .not be stoppable. . .Chris Cause
. .never find his rear.. .Paul Guerney
. .be the worst drunk. . .Rosalind Van Tuyl
. .give her boyfriend a black eye the day before graduation.
. .Kristen Barrett
. .sleep her life away.. .Meg Haberbush
. .end up a PUTZ!.. .Lyra
. .bug hospital staffs until they hire her. . .Missy
. .make her friends smoke in the name of ART. . .Elena
. .chase an ambulance. . .Tony Marciano
. .sleep through Senior Week. . .Mike Mann
. .buy Disney. . .Rob Gallo
. .own stock in Andre. . .Steve Prue
. .become someone's best friend. You're the greatest!. .
.Bernadette
open a resaurant that sells only potato chips and vinegar.
. .Andria Gelerman

Congratulations on your hard-earned degree! You have taken the
first important step in beginning your career path. Now take the
second by calling Advantage Staffing Services. We can help you
make invaluable connections and gain new skills in order to help
you land the job of your choice.
Instead of waiting at home for your resume to find you a job, you
can be working at a variety of Fairfield County's most reknown
Fortune 500 companies. While earning money and making great
impressions, you'll also be improving your skills and networking.
The leaders in today's business world know that hiring through a
staffing service is the risk-free way to go.
There are many entry-level, temp-to-full-time positions available
immediately. We'll also provide you with a flexible work schedule
to accommodate your own job search and interviews.
So, make the smart decision and call Michele at Advantage today.
We'll do the work to start you on a successful new career.

Ad-Van-tage

STAFFING SF.RVICF.S *-/
EEO/AA/ADA
1055 Washington Boulevard
Stamford. CT 06901

800-777-2932
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Most likely to...
be fired for calling her boss a shmoe-head. . .Graziella
DiNunzio
. .have his last name legally changed to Quick.. .Paul Kelley
. .open an automat franchise. . .Jim Sulzer
. .get his hand caught while reaching for food at an Automat.
. .Pete Pitucco
. .end up in Kansas after dancing to the Dave Matthews
Band.. .Carl Danielson
. .know someone who has a cousin in Miami. . .Beth
Corbett
. .turn into a dancing bear. . . Judd Gavan
. .have five boyfriends at once and think the least of the best
one.. Hillgen
. .write a kick ass valedictorian speech (tomahawk and war
paint included). . Mailloux
. .to be found fighting for the underdogs. . Jocelyn
. .have her clothes borrowed on a Friday night. . .Bern
. .not have her clothes borrowed on a Friday night.. .Lyra
. .succeed Mel Kiper, Jr.. . .Chris Coen
. .sell vests overseas. . Jon D'Andrea
. .organize an apartment complex Naut.. .Dan Mangan and
Pat Parchesky
. .eat the last Mango in Paris. . .Beth Corbett
. .be carrying five drinks in her hands at once. . .April
Tricka
. .get lost on the way to receive her diploma. . .Darlene
Geissler
. .die giggling. . .Boune Siliphaivanh
. .have lettuce coming out of her ears.. .Ann-Marie Saviello
. . have a bumper sticker that says "I break for fireflies". .
.Natalie Gouveia
. .borrow Bernadette's clothes—even from Chicago. .
Jocelyn
. .count grams of fat for the rest of her life. . .Missy
. .be found in Canisius studying even after graduation. .
Elene
. .become a sex therapist, but counsel her friends for free..
Sonja
. .to smell like formaldehyde. . .Elena
. .be called on to give advice. . .Ally
. .throw up at her wedding. . Jocelyn
. .practice seductive poses in front of her mirror. . .Pia

4 Cleveland
Erie Pa

33

ft
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So long, farewell...
Laura White
Editor -in-Chief Emeritus.
Four years ago seems like a
different lifetime. In a way, it was. These
past four years have flown by—it's hard to
believe that so much could have happened
in such a short time. The thing that has
taught me the most about life is The Mirror.
The impact this paper has had on my life is
scary. I've learned how to deal with difficult
people, fix computers, and manage money.
It's made me become responsible.
Fr. Jim Mayzik has said that the
only two things in life that matter are truth
and passion. The Mirror has taught me the
value of these two things. I have learned
that people are going to criticize you no
matter what you do or how hard you work.
The best thing to do is be honest—tell
things like they are. I know that members
of the administration, FUSA and other
student organizations have felt that The
Mirror printed article1 thai "vcl

inappropriate. It's not our job to make the
school look good—that's Murray Farber's
job. The Mirror should let the
administration know what's wrong with
the school. How else are we supposed to
improve things around here? We tried to
be honest and let people know what needed

to be improved (it's called constructive
criticism). That's not always what people
wanted to hear, but hey, sometimes the
truth hurts.
The most important thing I've
learned is that you do something because it
gives you satisfaction. After putting in at

least twenty hours a week on this paper for
the past year and a half. I have realized that
it's passion that keeps me going. This job
has wrc iked havoc on my social life and
class schedule, but I love it. I wouldn't
trade this position for anything (ok, well
ma) ;e a paying job would be good).
I hope that reading this paper
each week has taught you some of the
things that I have learned. If you didn't
agree with everything we published, I hope
that you got angry enough to do something
about it—write us a letter, join a
committee—anything but whining about
life at Fairfield over a beer with your
friends. We tried to make you think, and to
keep you posted on the latest events on
campus. If you didn't agree with everything
you read, we were doing our jobs right.
It's hard to believe these four
years are almost over. I'll be leaving with
a lot of good memories, a few great friends,
and a compendium of knowledge that will
hopefully get me a job someday.

Cheers

Jen, Graziella and me

KUDOS
. .to Monica and Cammy for being great friends, and for always making me laugh. I
probably would've made it through this year without you, but it wouldn't have been half
as much fun.. .to my parents, for the genes and tuition money. Thanks for believing in
me.. .to Artie and Liz, for helping me to remember why I would never want to go back
to high school. . .to Professor Rierden, for remaining calm through all of my frantic
phone calls and for her guidance and support.. .to the staff of The Mirror, for putting up
with my flightiness, being a great staff, and because they rarely get the credit they deserve.
. .Professor Bridgeford, for her constructive criticism and for being a wonderful teacher.
. .Professor Maggie Wills and Dr. Sallyann Ryan, for their understanding, time and
patiences—the trip to Indiana, too.. .Chris Folchi, because I can't decide whether to hug
her or strangle her for getting me involved in thh.. .to my other professors —I've only
hated a few of you.. .Jen, Graz, Andria, Kristi—you guys were among the first people
I met, you've known me and stuck by me for the whole trip.. .to the Jetty for making this
an interesting year and for being the best house on the beach.. to WVOF, for letting me
play any kind of music I wanted to hear . .to people who think; there aren't that many
6f us anymore.. .to May 21st, 1995.. .to Fairfield, because it's really not such a bad place

The ladies of the lettv.

Monica and I.

. .to Monica's 21st birthday party. . to Swedish friends, .to
Spring Break in London. .195 Nights. .New Year's Eve '94.
.early morning (and late night) radio shows, .quests for hot
chocolate and decent coffee. .595 Nights. .Dogwoods '93.
.Indiana for St. Patrick's Day. Japanese food. .Jogues II
freshman floor. . .road trips to NYC. .to procrastination, .the
Wooden Seaman and the Spec. .WVOF. .Happy Hour at the
Grape, .the SBRA Christmas party. .Mardi Gras. .The Jackson
Five, .to Black 47 at Toad's, .to Wednesday night road trips to
New Haven. .Regis 1 and the room that was a giant bed. .the
Jetty. TH 133. .trips to Bertucci's. .Sunday night movie club..

Advertisement
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BE SAFE

Be Alert

Be Responsible
DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY STUDENT ASSOCIATION
STUDENT GOVERNMENT

BARONE CAMPUS CENTER

Box P

(203) 254-4040

Dear Students,
FUSA, SBRA, and the Office of the Dean of Students want to
remind you to please be considerate of our neighbors at the beach
this weekend. Tension is usually high this weekend between beach
residents and students, and our consideration is the least we can do
for them.
Also, please be safe and do NOT get into a car with anyone
who has been drinking. Call a cab or pick a designated driver. The
police will be watching very carefully, but more importantly do not
put your life at risk. It's not worth it.
Have an enjoyable but safe and responsible weekend! Please
feel free to call if you have any further questions or concerns
regarding this weekend. Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Mark C. Reed
FUSA President

Stephen Xeller
SBRA President

Gwen Vendley
Dean of Students
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Ten years from now,,
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Ten years from now...

The D-House will still be trying to win their first volleyball
match.

Erica French will still be in the FUSA office.
Kristi Olson will be Mrs. Quentin Tarantino.

Dawn DeMayo will still be exploring.

Katie will be touring and traveling in Europe.

Jen Hamilton and Carrie Ramuno will have started The
Princess Bride Fan Club.

Kevin will be mooching for food.

Jen Hamilton will own a shoe business.

Mary will be marrying a rich man who drives a BMW.

Geralyn Sculli will be on a remote island in the Carribbean
with her mollusks.

Dina Myers will still be high from the Cirque Du Soleil.

George Pagano will be a lounge singer at the Copacabana.

Kristi Olson will be the supreme video champion of
Arkanoid.

Caitlin Whelan will still be deciding where to go to grad
school.

Monica Chelchowski will be living in London as the U.S.
Ambassador.

Dina Myers will be waiting her last 15 minutes for Fred to
call.

Laura White will be world-wide president of the Elvis
Costello Fan Club.

Kevin Casey will have visited the library for the second
time.

Kristi Olson will be manager of Tony Roma's—the Place
for Ribs.

Pete Pitucco will manage a sausage factory in Cleveland.

Lisa Sullivan will retire after making ACC a Fortune 500
company.

Mike DeLucia will still be asking neighbors for various
amenities.

Cammy McGuire will be testing lipsticks for Clinique.

Beth Kuehnel will still be doing favors for her freshmen.

Monica Chelchowski will be naming colors for J. Crew.

All the women of TH 145 will still have Tom McCarthy's
butt on their wall.

Aimee Santoro will be a pole dancer.
Jill Peters will still be in the Solomon Islands.

Wendy Cartier and Caitlin Whelan will be spotted
wandering campus at 2am with open cups of Kahlua.

Rob Taylor will be making sound effects for movies.

Dina Myers will be driving a midnight blue Porsche
Carrera.

Ron Vigliotta will be driving the ferry to Fire Island
between keg parties.

Melissa Natale will be singing Broadway tunes in Congress.

Deb Shea and Matt Dunne will still be trying to find their
way to Duke.

Nancy Bartlett will be calling Beth for fashion advice.
Pete Buck's income will have exceeded that of Bill Gates.

Alyson Cafferky will most likely be chasing younger
men (preferably English majors).

TH 145 will be mailing clothes to each other across the
country.

Deb Shea will be finally working things out with Mike
Kapalko.

Caitlin Whelan will have succumbed to the family tradition
of meeting Mr. Right through computer dating.

Alyson Cafferky will -;'l be trying to find Bend, OR and
be living in her VW

Shelagh Scollin will have single-handedly saved the world.

Nadine Hukkanen will be celebrating her first wedding
anniversary...for the fifth time!

The Class of '95 will regret having missed graduation to
watch the O.J. trial.

Jim Sulzer will make enough money to buy out his
parents' mortgage and make them move out.

Jim Sulzer will still be trying to see the 3-D picture in the
Magic Eye poster.

Rob Haggerty will be running FU's Department of
Residence Life.

*Beth Kuehnel will be confusing innocent children in San
Diego when asking them "Do you want some couwfee ice
cream?"

Erica French will be the dictator of a Third World
country.

The pumpkin colored couch of TH 145 will be somewhere
on this campus.

Denise Riccobono will be changing "Wall Street" to
"Denise Street."

UNION ORGANIZERS

SENIORS
Needed, nominations for the 1995 Class Rep on the
Alumni Association Board of Directors
Nominees should be willing to serve three years, attend
five board meetings each year, and participate actively
in a number of committees
Nominate yourself.
Nominate a friend.
Nomination forms are available at the Alumni House,
FUSA Office and Campus Center Info Booth
Return all forms to the Alumni House at
Southwell Hall by May, 10 at noon
i , * ■
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CT Health Care Union seeking highly
motivated and talented individuals to
organize new members and build the
UNION, if you have a genuine interest in fighting in justice and work well
under pressure—send resume to:
NEHCEU, District 1199, 77 Huyshope
Ave., First Floor, Hartford, CT 06106,
Attention: David Pickus.
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"Life is a series ofhellos and goodbyes..."
Caitlin Whelan
News Editor Emeritus
Over seven hundred
incoming freshmen arrived at
Fairfield University on September
2, 1991, greeted by smiling
strangers wearing plastic leis.
Under a baking sun, the freshmen
(sorry, First-Year students)
surrendered their belongings into
the hands of unknown juniors and
began their roles as the Class of
1995.
Oh, wait a minute. I
don't have to write in third person
anymore! It's about time. It's
been hard holding back my
opinions on some of the news
these past few years.
College is a strange
concept, I've discovered. So
many people from so many
different places are brought
together to share every aspect of
each other's lives. After four
years of enduring every emotion
imaginable, we are again scattered
around the country as before, but
our lives are never the same for
having known one another. I
suppose that happens all
throughout life, but somehow, I
don't think it's quite the same.
I wanted to say more
than a list of thank yous to
everyone who has been a part of
my life through the past four years.
But it came down to the fact that
most of the people I have met
here have been what has made it
so special to me, and it is because
of them that I have learned so
much. Besides, everyone who
knows me well knows that as
hard as I try, I cannot resist being
sentimental.
First and foremost, I
want to thank Mom and Dad for
doing such a great job as parents,

even from 1000 miles away. All
I can say is, I'm glad I made the
decisions that I did. Ifl've learned
anything in the past four years,
it's been that if I go through life
wondering how things might
have been, I'm going to miss out
on what's going on right in front
of me.
To my housemates:
What can I say that has not already
been said? Thanks for putting up
with me roller blading through
the kitchen—I'll clean up the
scuff marks. A small price to pay
for feeling taller than the rest of
you.
Dina: To think it all
started cleaning blue frosting out
of my freezer freshman
year...Thanks for being one of
my best friends in the whole
world, and for lending me your
window, your car, and that ten
dollars we've been exchanging
for two and a half years.
Beth: We've come a
long way since Freshman group!
I'll always remember discussing
men in the Regis 3 lounge
sophomore year—were we really
there until 3am?
Colette: Next time

you're in Ohio, you bring the
strawberries, I'll bring the
cheesecake.
Nancy: The goat sleeps
at midnight, but the ants will
march over the Swiss flag when
the sun shines on Arbor Day.
Wendy:
Always
remember to take the long way
home, and stop for a peanut butter
cup along the way.
Sue: To my Monday
nighl Mass buddy: I always
hugged you before I hugged the
men.
Brian: I'm dedicating a
plaque to us at the Uno's bar. By
the way, thanks for not running
me over.
Jim: If you ever need a
speech edited, give me a call.
Thank you for being you.
Kevin: Thank you for
being such a great friend, and for
always pulling over for me so I
wouldn't have to endure those
eighteen extra steps up the hill.
Melissa: Times Square

awaits our return. Oh, and keep
the umbrella.
Fr. Paul Holland: Thank
you foreverything you have done
forme since the moment I walked
into your office freshman year
(especially those lunches at the
Jesuit Residence!). Ineverwould
have gotten through it all without
your support, friendship, and
shoulder to cry on. I'll miss you!
Laura, Jessica, Dan,
Kevin, Vanessa, James, Mark,
Christine, and, of course,
Professor Rierden: Thank you for
helping to keep me as sane as
possible through each issue. This
is the only time I will admit
publicly that I loved every minute.
Christine, I hope you have as
much fun here on Tuesday nights
as I did.
Sorry I don't have the
space to mention everybody. I
only have one page to work with
here, and lots of pictures that
I've promised to put in. So, to
everyone who I couldn't thank,
don't worry. I still love you.
College has taught me
more over the past four years
than I could ever have predicted
on that blistering day in
September of 1991. I learned
more of who I am, who I am not,
and who I want to be. I saw that
the best things come out of the
worst experiences. I now know
just how quickly four years can
pass by. But through it all, I
found that true friendship defies
time and distance, that it is felt
through the heart rather than the
mind, and that it can always be
picked up where it was left off.
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Cheers
..to Freshman Year..to
exploring Dolan..to freezer
bonding..to roller blading in the
basement by the Health Center..to
playing Scattergories in the
hallway..to
Les
Mis..to
subtlety..to 19th birthdays..to the
great key exchange..to finding a
roommate the second time you
meet..to snow days spent in the
Dolan Cafeteria..to watching the
Oscars on a 3-inch TV..to
midnight
deli
runs..to
Sophomore Year..to Regis
Ground 1992-93..to singing the
love boat theme in the Regis
ground bathroom..to "George"
the plant and "Jeffrey" the
shark..to floor snowball fights
and
hot
chocolate..to
spontaneous sleepovers..to
prospects..to floor finger
painting..to surprise parties..to
sticking balloons to the ceiling, .to
pictures that start relationships..to
jogging around Regis in the snow
to release stress..to the quote
board..to karaoke bowling..to
floor bonding at Denny's the last
night of the year..to great
huggers..to ginger ale and coffee
ice cream..to Junior Year..to
Deep Thoughts..to surprise
parties..to Harvest in New
York..to Halloween night
bonding..to mocktails..to Bryan
Adams tickets..to having friends
in your classes to suffer along
with you..to studying Ethics on
speakerphoncto the hot waiter
atBertucci's..toapplepicking..to
midnight gin rummy and pizza
nights..to Ethel and Bernice—
what was his name?..to end of
the year trips to Dairy Queen,
lying on the beach, and looking
up at the stars..to Summer
1994..to Kahlua, Van Morrison,
and oatmeal butterscotch
cookies..to friends who visit you
over the summer..to Pina
Coladas..to the Summer
Conference Staff 1994..to
summer road trips..to seeing
fireworks with your friends..to
Senior Year..to Parent's
Weekend..to
Glee
Club
parties.:to 195 Nights..to
remembering 195 Nights..to
awesome Christmas parties..to
phone calls to your friends on
New Year's Eve..to Italian
cheesecake
gatherings..to
espresso nights..to townhouse car
clearings..to Happy Hour..to late
night bonding..to jumping on the
bed to relieve stress..to road trips
to Chicago..to weekends in
Boston..to getting into grad
school..to Skokie the whale..to
Uno's night..to sardines..to
wandering around Philadelphia
on three hours of sleep, .to peoplewatching out the window at 1:30
in the morning..to TH bonding in
NYC.to THs 145, 83, 43, 56,
.127,81,13..
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Everything I needed to know, I learned in...
Robert Gallo
Staff Writer
Before I start my last article ever
for The Mirror I wanted to congratulate both
Theatre Fairfield and the Glee Club on
impressive performances over the weekend.
I've had the pleasure of taking in many
Theatre Fairfield productions over the past
four years, and Friday night's show only
brought me to realize just how much I'll
miss their performances. Congratulations
are in order for all involved, especially those
seniors for whom it was their last production.
The Glee Club's performance was
also excellent, with their flawless production
of Carl Orff's CarminaBurana followed by
the Senior Spotlights. While this was the
first Glee Club concert I had attended, I was
instantly impressed, as were the rest of the
crowd who rewarded the singers with a
standing ovation after their performance.
Even more special for several of the seniors
was their chance to perform a solo of their
choice, and each one of these was perfect.
From some of these senior's performances I
wouldn't be surprised to see one or more in
a Broadway musical, " pera house or
recording their own record i n tl le near future.
Well now its time to get down to
the nitty gritty and attempt to summarize my
past four years here. This is not an easy task
as I have put it off until the very last minute.
Writing for The Mirror has been one of the
experiences I have treasured the most since
being here, while my movie and restaurant
reviews may not seem like much to any of
you; I really enjoyed writing and getting to
know all of the people on the staff. So what
do I write? I think it is appropriate to take a
look back at my four years by looking at two
areas that most define me as a person: politics
and sports.
I entered Fairfield University in
1991 as a die hard conservative, and after
four years here I've been converted to a
"bleeding heart" liberal. Unfortunately for
me I got share in both the Republican and
Democrat party's lowest moments. The
1992 election in which George Bush
squandered his 91% post Persian Gulf war
approval rating and Bill Clinton overcame
Bimbos, the Draft, and Drugs to become
President was the lowest moment in recent
years for Republicans. However, the 1994
Congressional elections which brought both
the House of Representatives and the Senate
into,Republican control for the first time
since Eisenhower was President was a
terrible defeat for Democrats. My change of
political affiliation can be attributed to such
liberal professors as Dr. Orman, Dr.
Greenberg and Dr. Dew who I have taken
for many Politics classes in my time here,
along with my employment for the past
three summers by a Democratic

Congressman from New Jersey.
My summer job coupled with my
studyof |> litics found me changing with the
times, ai _oit seemingly at odds with national
sentiment. But, I'm proud of the fact that in
1994, a year so hostile to Democrats that
Speaker of the House Tom Foley was
defeated; I was able to help save one seat by
serving as . unpaign manager for my
Congressman, and helping him to obtain his
largest margin of victory as a result of a very
successful voter registration drive. I also
tinkeicdwitliFairfield politics this year by
helping to run an unsuccessful FUSA
presidential campaign; I learned that school
elections are quite a bit different than real
elections. The politics of the past four years
can be summed up in one word: change.
Change is what the American people want
when they are dissatisfied, and as fast as you
are elected you can also be quickly thrown
out.
I must say that while I haven't won
many political battles, the past four years in
sports have been very good to me. With the
Dallas Cowboys winning back to back Super
Bowls, North Carolina winning one

championship and making the
Final Four this year, and by some
miracle the New York Rangers
winning their first Stanley Cup in
54 year-, it has been a great four
years. While the Knicks and
Yankees
didn't
win
a
championship, they've come
pretty close. If it wasn't for the
dreaded baseball strike the
Yankees might have been in the
World Series. And if only John
Starks had sank that three pointer
New Yorkers might have had tow
ticker tape parades in the span of a
couple of weeks. But, you can't
win them all, and that has certainly
been a motto of the intramural
teams I've played on in my four years here.
Our football team the Grand Pubas
came pretty close winning our fair share of
games, but always coming up just short
including a second place finish in the Flag
Football tourney and losing in the semifinals
of the intramural playoffs. Our basketball
team, The Bricklayers went from zero wins
freshman year to winning the C division our
junior year to riding the back of ex-Stag
Craig Martin to the A finals this year; I
won't mention that as the team got
increasingly better my playing time became
increasingly shorter. Finally, our softball
team 3D has been the most heartbreaking of

in the Dolan third floor lounge..Tecmo
Games that were more important than
class...Happy Summer Fun Day...Claver:
The Lost Year...Practical jokes on
friends...The Asylum...NCAA pools,
Rotisserie baseball and football...Playing
Sega into the wee hours of the
morning...Gonzaga's
3rd
floor
lounge...Losing James outside of Fenway
Park...Late nights at the Mirror ...Our
Townhouse Backyard.. TH 47' s parties good
or bad always funny...Trips to the
Diner...Roy's night...Stupid Arguments (Is
Pluto a slave? No James!)...Tony and
Ironwood...Lip Sync cc>mpetitions...Yes,
JHHHU^Y,
S i r ! . . . 2 1 st
Birthdays...the
Snake in Kev's
room...James'
Sausagefests..Action
W
W
f ^
Park...Great
adventure...LSAT
classes
on
Saturday mornings...Getting the
Townhouse
Christmas tree...
Thanks
I
'?' to...all my friends
(you know who
l-rftKr*"*
all as we were one good third baseman (I you are) it' s been great hanging out with you
won' t name names) away from the finals our guys for four years...Dr. Orman the funniest
I reshman year and have struggled to make teacher here...Dr. Patton, you taught me
it back to the promised land ever since. This how to write analytically...Dr. Greenberg,
year could be the year as we take an you taught me to think...My parents, I
undefeated season into the playoffs, but I couldn't have made it with out your supdon't want to jinx us so I won't make any port...my brothers and sisters (all 8 of you)
always smiling faces tocome home to...Newt
bold predictions.
But there are other things I will Gingrich, for giving Clinton some hope in
remember about the last four years, most '96...Claire, senior year wouldn't be the
centering around the people I have met over same without you...
Well, that's it. I've probably
that period and the experiences we have
forgotten
a whole bunch of things, but that's
shared.
OK.
I've
learned a lot in the last four years,
How could I ever forget how my
the
people
I've met. the memories and
college career started, moving into Dolan
experiences
I
have will live with me forever.
346 Freshman year and thinking my room
These
days
truly
were the best days of my
was a joke it was so small. But, all that has
followed has been well worth it...Late nights life!
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Most likely to...

Most likely to...

. .turn into a Dancing Bear.. .Judd Gavan
. .herald the comeback of accordian music.. .Paul Kelley
. .travel the world curing people's hiccups.. .Kevin Karch
. .marry a younger man. . .Boune Siliphaivanh
. .invest in a Dairy Queen franchise. . .Beth Corbett
. .work as an artist on the New Jersey boardwalk.. .Steve
Ustaris
. .be a pro wrestler. . .Brian Rosa
. .pull two straight allnighters.. .TH 47
. .own a fried chicken joint.. .Chris Coen
. .play Jim Carey in a TV movie. . .Mike Mann
. .drink Snapple at his wedding. . .Steve Schmitt
. .offend people with his top ten list.. .Kevin Ridolfi
. .live on an Indian reservation. . .Jon D'Andrea
. .not live for Jesus Christ. . .Lou Rivera
. .sprout her own set of chicken wings. . .Gloria Piro
. .freak out at the sound of "Attention K-mart shoppers...".
. .Deanna Levine
. .have a child named Snart.. .Beth Corbett
. .become a member of The Order of Sleepless Nights. .
.Michele Reilly
. .have his career ruined by a sudden onse of hayfever. .
.Carl Danielson
. .navigate her route to Fairfield blindfolded. . .Vicky
Allen
. .own an adult video store.. .Tony Marciano
. .injure someone. . .James Iannone
. .hold an '80s revival.. .Mike Mann and Chris Coen
. .be blackmailed for something he did in college.. .Tony
Marciano
. .be held in contempt of court.. .James Iannone
. .swim across the Hudson.. .Chris McTague
. .be late to work every day. . .James Iannone
. .be the world's oldest living blonde.. .Darlene Geissler
. .circumnavigate the globe on foot.. .Ann-Marie Saviello
. .ditch reality and follow Jimmy Buffett around the world.
. .Michele Reilly
. .realize Michele's brilliance and run away to live on the
beach and be a waitress at Margaritaville.. .Beth Corbett
. .be arrested for using illegal nicknames.. .Pete Pitucco
and Jim Sulzer
. .go to a mini-mart and steal peanut butter, a can of
sardines, a lemon, and a bottle of beer. . .Beth Corbett
. .fake a heart attack to get the attention of the ER doctors.
. .April Tricka
. .appear on General Hospital.. .Steve Ustaris
. .live off his home brew profits.. .Steve Schmitt
. .get in a fight at an office party.. .Steve Prue
. .become a Segaholic.. .Dan Mangan
. .be the center of an RA scandal. . .Deb Shea
. .hang out with Fr. Kelley in a nursing home. . .Kevin
Garofoli
. .kiss up to Fr. Kelley with an apple pie.. .Dina Myers and
Caitlin Whelan
. .become the first female Jesuit.. .Shelagh Scollin
. .leave her keys home over Easter Break.. .Sue Vinski
. .be overextended (snap!). . .Beth "I'll do it for you"
Kuehnel
. .sing TV themes. . .Jim Sulzer and Pete Pitucco
. .be accused wrongly of being a flirt. ..Dina "I'm NOT!"
^Myers

. .send random e-mail messages.. .Caitlin Whelan
. .run a meat farms one day.. .Brian Kaspar
. .write her own version of the Gospel.. .Caitlin Whelan
. .have an ulcer.. .Beth Kuehnel
. .worry.. .Caitlin Whelan
. .be prepared for anything.. .Dina Myers
. .earnestly learn Italian recipies. . .George Pagano
. .live on Long Island forever (with his mom).. .Brian
Kaspar
. .pursue Beirut as an Olympic sport.. .Jason Mistretta
and Kevin Arrington
. .earn his first million as a stripper.. .George Pagano
. .be English Department Chair. . .Jen Decker
. .dance "Stonehenge" under a full moon. . .Chris
DeMartino and Todd Crescitelli
. .be the best B.S. artist. . .Chris DeMartino
. .be next captain of the U.S.S. Enterprise. . .Chris
Sanzeni
. .make Jello shots for a living.. .Shin Katoh
. .have a near death experience.. .Jen Decker
. .make plans with friends and never show up. . .Ted
Gnidula
. .model Hanes underwear.. .Kevin Arrington
. .send a barstool flying at the Grape. . .Jen Whiting
. .eat a plant. . .Michelle Baker
. .accept a challenge to a dance-off.. .Christine Laria
. .name her first son Quentin.. .Kristi Olson
. .use the sidewalk outside of the Grape as a bed.. .Mary
Lou Albert
. .wrestle a cashier at Grand Union. . .Jen Whiting
. .trim a row of bushes with her car.. .Michelle Baker
. .fall down a flight of stairs. . .Christine Laria
. .be found playing video games at the Grape.. .Kristi
Olson
. .star in her own exercise video.. .Stefani Tartamella
. .become a professional keg racer. . .Monica
Chelchowski
. .never make it to a dance. . .Marissa Bertone
. .be institutionalized for Lactaid addiction.. .Stephani
Tartamella
. .say "isn't it your turn to clean the bathroom this
weekend?". . .Susan Kolcun
. .have her date pass out on the bleachers at a dance. .
.Michelle Baker
. .be photographed on the toilet.. .Michelle Baker
. .starve her children to get her nails done.. .Stephani
Tartamella
. .come back to visit Chris from Secret Sounds.. .Kristi
Olson
. .be backpacking aimlessly around Europe. . .Jon
Sabol
. .be stalked by an infatuated stranger.. .Kristi Olson
. .go for a midnight swim in the Sound. . .Michelle
Baker and Jen Whiting
. .give in.. .Marissa Bertone
. .convince Yale grad students to do kegstands.. .Mary
Lou Albert
. .be eating noodles at 4 a.m... .Monica Chelchowski
. .be playing 1-on-l Beirut at 2 in the afternoon. .
.Alyson Cafferky and Deb Shea

50%
Discount
at all
times
for
Fairfield
students
and staff

Day of
show
RUSH
tickets
only
forFU
Students
&

Staff
(10 am-

5 pm)
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Most likely to...
. .spend Easter weekend playing co-ed drunken darts..
.Deb Shea and Rob Haggerty
. .meet the man of her dreams in a pub in Dublin.. .Erica
trench
. .no> "le named Info Desk employee of the year.. .Deb
Shea
. .to be Stag-Her manager of the year... Alyson Cafferky
. .need a sober escort to walk her through the streets of
NYC.. Deb Cullen
. .puke her way through keg races. . .Anna Guerin
. .have their landlord think they run a brothel. . .The
Blarney Stone women
. .fish off the Jetty with chicken parm.. .the Upper Deck
women
. .stake out the Fairfiek i' >lic ' > paitment at 3 a.m...
.Annie Heckenberger
. .win the Indy 500 in her family wagon. . .Eileen
Harmon
. .always lend you a "hand" . . .Lisa Sullivan
. .lose her car in a natural disaster.. .Erica French
. .sing Janice Joplin in the Grape. . .Eileen Harmon
. .be well-adjusted by her cutie chiropractor. . .Erica
French
. .base an outfit around a set of pearls.. .Eileen Harmon
. .sleep under a table in the townhouses.. Jen Mullery
. .hook up with a "sniffin" boy.. .Lisa Sullivan
. .dance on a steamer trunk at Pilk's. . .Erica French
. .have a personal bodyguard.. .Erica French
. .sleep with a cheeseburger in her hand.. .Lisa Sullivan
. .be the century club president.. .Lisa Sullivan
. .need a ride to work.. .Brent Hayes
. .steal toilet paper from APK's office. . .Monica
Chelchowski
. .have trouble eating chicken out of a box. . .Monica
Chelchowski
. .wear a gold lame thong. . .Chester
. .cross 1-95.. .Jen Mullery
. .get in a tiff with a car salesman. . .Erica French
. .cry during a tissue commercial. . .Erica French
. .know the devil personally.. .Deb Shea
. .cause a flood. . .Alyson Cafferky
. .want to save the world.. .Erica French
. .work a crowd.. .Erica French
. .date a rock star—sort of. . .Eileen Harmon
. .bring a keg in a cab.. .Deb Shea and Alyson Cafferky
. .have an industrial map. . .Alyson Cafferky
. .stop at South of the Border.. .Alyson Cafferky and
Erica French
. .still have empty kegs from October on their deck. .
.Wooden Seaman
. .order take out. . .Monica Chelchowski
. .talk to the dirt.. .Jen Whiting
. .hook up with a priest while dressed as a Solid Gold
dancer.. .Erica French
. .uproot a tree. . .Brent Hayes
. .call her parents when drunk.. .Erica French
. .be watching cheesy B-movies. . .Wooden Seaman
. .attend a Jimmy Buffett concert. . .Kristi Olson
. .break into a beach house and eat a box of cheez-its..
.Brent Hayes
. .twirl a fire-baton. . .Jen Whiting
. .be stealing a cow clock. . .Cammy McGuire
. .be talking in Polish.. .Monica Chelchowski
•. .be chasing a man with a towel on his head.. .Joanne
Hanlon
. .own a red plasic cup. . .Michelle Baker
v. .say "huh" and "what".. .Mary Lou Albert
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. .not go bowling.. .Monica Chelchowski
. .be a puddle in front of the Grape. . .Mary Lou Albert
. .be at the Grape.. .Cammy McGuire and Lynn Raynault
. .introduce her boyfriend by the wrong name.. .Mary Lou
Albert
. .be caught on video-tape eating Frosted Lucky Charms.
. .Michelle Baker
. .do things at the last minute. . .Monica Chelchowski
. .grub cigarettes.. .Michelle Baker
. .be found on the cover of the Enquirer because her breasts
never stopped growing.. .Melissa Gennarelli
. .be missing in action.. .Francine Ioppolo
. .be seen cage dancing with bells on her toes, cones on her
chest, and a red velvet g-string.. .Karen Gomez
. .return from her AA meeting only to serve her family fat
chicken cutlets in a freezing cold house.. .Sarah Schmitt
. .be employed as a bald truckdriver because she sold her
hair in return for admission into dental school.. .Tonigail
Castaldi
. .stare at himself in the mirror wearing a speedo.. .Chris
McTague
. .try to sell you the Brooklyn Bridge. . .Mike Egmont
. jump in the L.I. Sound in November.. .Pat Parchesky
. .hook up with his friend's girlfriend. . .Dan Mangan
. .lie about how good looking his hookup was. . .Mike
Egmont
. .represent the U.S. in the World Beirut Tournament. .
.Dan Mangan and Dave Godwin
. .hurt himself while trying to impress a girl. . James
Iannone
. .take his clothes off for no reason.. .Tony Locasio
. .have fun by handcuffing each other.. .Nick Hanke and
Matt Moughty
. .call the cops on his own mother.. .Matt Moughty
. .tear apart his own house.. .Dennis Guerreiro
. .never ask a girl out.. .Chris Coen, Mike Lynch
. .be seen at a Star Trek convention.. .Mike Lynch
. .walk around without a shirt on. . .Luis Rivera
. .hog the stage.. .Daryl Brown
. .ask out a girl over e-mail.. .Dave Godwin
. .win the Nobel prize for neurosurgery and sadomasichism.
. .Melissa Gennarelli
. .be caught doing lap dances at Goldfingers for sanitation
workers.. .Tonigail Castaldi
. .be the infamous author of "How to win the perfect
overweight lover". . .Francine Ioppolo
. .be found shivering to death in an alley with a forty in one
hand, Parliament in the other.. .Sarah Schmitt
. .be found living at Indecision 10 years from now.. .Liz
French
. .be found dead in a tanning bed. . John Amato
. .star in a homemade porno movie with Bailey the wonder
dog. . .Anthony Principe
. .be fat and on welfare. . .Karen Gomez
. .live with her mother.. .Melissa Gennarelli
. .live in a barn.. .Fran Ioppolo
. .start the Hair Club for Women. . .Tonigail Castaldi
. .be the only one. . .Sarah Schmitt
. .lose control.. .Liz French
. .look busted.. .Karen Gomez
. .drive a truck.. .Fran Ioppolo
. .steal your issue of Campus Currents.. .Steve Fox
. .be at Fairfield University five years from now. . .AnnMarie Saviello
. .be Betty Boop at Disneyland. . Julie Stewart
. .be everybody's younger brother.. .George Pagano
. .be the next Mother Theresa.. .Shelagh Scollin
^ .establish an "I Hate All Men Society. . .Helen Shaw

$$$$$$ SUMMER $$$$$
CASH
DIALAMERICA MARKETING, INC.
888 White Plains Road/Trumbull. CT 06611/(203) 268-4799

The largest and most experienced
telemarketing company in the business is
looking for bright, articulate individuals to
fill flexible, part-time positions forsummer
and beyond. Earn $150 - $400 per week!!
WE OFFER:
Flexible morning, evening & weekend hours
Guaranteed salaries / bonuses
Fun atmosphere /professional environment
Fully automated, air conditioned offices
Paid training and weekly paychecks
If you enjoy talking to people and you'd like
to join our successful sales team...
CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION !!

(203) 268-4799
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Seniors can be men Ten years from now...
and women for others
Shelagh Scollin
Staff Writer
Last month something woke me
up at 3 a.m., and I couldn't fall back to
sleep. Eventually, at4,1 got up and decided
to take a walk around campus. It was
strangely quiet, almost as though the
buildings themselves were resting before
having to grudgingly rouse themselves for
early first.
The walk gave me a chance to
think about other things that have happened
during the past four years, and how
Fairfield has affected my life in so many
ways.
I still remember, my first day,
moving into Loyola Hall, with then-juniors
helping my family and I lug my stuff into
the room. Two years later, I was on the
other end, watching as the new first-year
students embarked on their journey at
Fairfield.
Throughout our four years, in
and out of the classroom, Fairfield has
challenged us to take other people into
consideration. It's not that we didn't do
this before, but now we have more power.
You've heard it said, "From those to whom
much has been given, much will be
expected."
Some seniors will be joining the
Jesuit Volunteer Corps after graduatioi
and serving communities in urban and
rural areas of the U.S. It says a lot for
Fairfield that many of its graduates over
the years have decided to make a
commitment to do this kind of volunteer
work. *
Being men and women for others
also means giving our skills and talents to
help the local community. Fairfield has
offered opportunities to help build houses

with Habitat for Humanity, to serve as
mentors and tutors to students in local
elementary and high schools, and to
volunteer at soup kitchens. These are
projects we can get back involved in after
graduation.
Reality check. Right now, despite
all my idealism, I am still knee-deep in
work. I have a paper (not including this
article) or a test, every day for the next
four days. It will be a huge relief when I
have it all finished, but I've heard that life
after graduation can be just as hectic. So
realistically, how are we going to have
time to volunteer at a soup kitchen?
That isn't the only way a Jesuit
education can manifest itself. Parenting is
the epitome of being a man or woman for
others. Most of us here know from our
own parents how much of a sacrifice it
takes to raise a child and send him or her
to college. The time commitments and
financial requirements in raising children
are both considerable. Thanks, Mom and
Dad.
Fairfield's influence can also
show itself in the way we.act in the
workplace. If we're making business
decisions, we need to consider the interests
of the stakeholders, not just the
stockholders. Stakeholders consist of a
much larger group of people affected by a
company or policy, such as people living
in the vicinity of a factory, for example.
We can be fair to them by making choices
that are ethical and just.
The Jesuit ideal is something
that we can all achieve, in our life after
Fairfield. Whether we do volunteer work
in the community or not, if we keep in
mind the needs of others in our work and
family life, we will have lived up to the
vision that Fairfield has tried to instill in
-to be men and women for others.

Chris Coen will open a shrine to Roy Rogers' in his home.
Rob Gallo will succeed Michael Eisener as the CEO of Disney.
Steve Prue will be impersonating Wayne Newton in Las Vegas.
Daryl Brown will live off the proceeds of his top 40 hit "Stormy Night."
Steve Ustaris will make a great house husband.
Dan Mangan and Pat Parchesky will still be running the Townhouse Naut — until
December of each year.
James Iannone will be the host of Bimbo Movie Night on Cinemax.
Chris McTague will be the founder of a cult of men who love Speedos.
Steve Schmitt will write a bestseller about a rabbit that had amnesia.
Luis Rivera will become the first Senator of Puerto Rico.
Brian Rosa will become the gynecologist to the stars.
Dennis Guerreiro will be the sixth man and enforcer for the Minnesota Timberwolves.
Mike Egmont will operate a worldwide harem and defraud the entire US government.
Kevin Ridolfi will write biographies of Boston sports legends Darren Banks and Tim
Naehring.
Steve Schmitt will continue to believe that he is funny.
Nick Hanke will wrestle King Kong Bundy for the WWF World Wrestling Championship
— and win!
Chris Coen will be his manager.
Jon D'Andrea will star in a great Indian epic, Dances with Self.
Maridel Mauleon will become a belly dancer.
Tony Marciano will be involved in a number of paternity suits brought by large,
curvacious, blond women.
James Iannone will be murdered by the head of the Samples fan club.
Neal Salisbury will succeed Gunther Gable Williams as the lion tamer for Ringling
Brothers.
Mike Lynch will win a flannel lifetime achievement award.
Kevin Ridolfi will start wearing high heels so he can be 5' 10".
Mike McNamara will have his own private stool at the Grape.
Jason Mielcarek will balloon to 440 pounds from drinking excessive amounts of
Genesee Cream Ale.
Kevin Karch will still be goofy.
Mike Mann will defeat Pat Parchesky and Chris McTague for the job of MC of the
New Soul Train.
Jen Delos Santos will win the Indianapolis 500.
Dennis Guerreiro will become an exorcist.
Jon D'Andrea will swim the English Channel.
Steve Ustaris will open a bar in Cancun with the help of his friends.
Anna Guerin will still be asleep.
Lyra Espineli will be the next Corazon Aquino.
Ram Ngyuen will revive socialism in Russia.
Andy Stratton will still be searching for that perfect paper.
Don Demers and Mike Doherty will still be spending the Naut fortune.
Heather O'Donnell will be drunk with two kids.
Rosalind Van Tuyl will have more money than all of her friends combined.
Monica Chelchowski will still be trying to finish her independent study.
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Ask for a FREE Brochure
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Tune into WVOF for:
Current Environmental
Issues from 2 Students'
Perspectives
Mark Mahoney '96, Senior
Governor, SEA, and Nathan
Schindler '98, VP, College
Republicans.
Live on WVOF 88.5 this
Thursday, April 27,7:30-

i

8:00 p.m.

.carry a compass wherever she goes.. .Darlene Geissler
.be spotted in a biker bar.. .Lisa Tripody
.be mad at you for life. . .Boune Siliphavanh
marry an Arab man. . .Darlene Geissler
.extend the weekend.. .Chrissy Buonocore
.date Danny Tareo (host of Dance Fever). . .Suzanne Rydz
.marry a man with a bone through his nose.. .Jill Peters
.pick up a fat golfer.. .Lori Zampiva
.have hairy babies.. .Joanne LaCroix
.misplace her head. . .Stephanie Bransfield
.be Siamese twins. . .Nicole Dargie and Alison Cucci
.move at a snail's pace at all times. . .Liz Madzula
.dance with her tongue out.. .Catherine McVeigh
.not (want to) remember 195 Nights. . .Maryellen Dunne
.stay in and do homework.. .Sara jane Smith
.be a guido in her next life.. .Amy McGorry
.put down weightlifting as a hobby. . .Greg Stone
.eat himself to death. . .Dan Sullivan
.walk through a party naked.. .Brian Wiese
.speak at a future Fairfield graduation ceremony. . .Dan Sullivan
.split a bottle of Popov vodka.. .Sean Clark and Greg Stone
.skip class to go to a fire..Nick Hanke and Matt Moughty
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. . be found at the Volvo. . .Sheila McCarthy
. .humpty dance with Chris Leavey.. .Pegeen Quinn
. .be visiting Sacred Heart next year.. .Patty Bowtruczyk
. .be found in Ireland.. .Kathleen Birch
. .give you a tour at the Louvre.. .Amy Meyer
. .be a switchboard operator. . .Kelly MacMahon
. .visit Kath in Ireland.. .Pegeen Quinn
. .get into double trouble. . .Kelly MacMahon
. .date the "hottest man on campus". . .Amy Boudreau
. .be seen on a train to NYC. . .Pete Melican
. . be found with "No, he's not my boyfriend". . .Kelly
MacMahon
. .be found with a "tremendous" sports center host. .
.Patty Bowtruczyk
. .think about sex every 15 seconds.. .Matt Brennan
. .ask Kelly MacMahon to the prom. . .Dave DeNooyer
. .coach Duke basketball. . .Dave Matarese
. .know how to work a room.. .Sheila McCarthy
. .wear a manzzierre. . .Mike Moore
. .be found at Boppers. . .Sheila McCarthy
. .offend you.. .Marc Murolo
. .say "Ciao, Bella".. .Marc Murolo
. .say "tro beetins".. .the Loudhouse
. .play retro music and 45's. . .High Tide
. .do a mudslide in Ireland.. .Kathleen Birch
. Jump off a bridge in Ireland. . .Kath Birch and Peg
Quinn
. .stepdance in a bathroom. . .Kathleen Birch
. .marry and kill someone in the same night. . .Ray
Romano
. .be a stalking waiter. . .Chris Cause
. .melt your eyebrows.. .Marc Murolo
. .have a duck in the Grape. . .Matt Brennan
. .be the new lead singer for "Dexy's Midnight Run". .
.Paul Guerney
. .have the bouncer at the Grape refer him to AA.. .Dave
DeNooyer
. .lose something in South Padre.. .Paul Murray
. .puke on a bus to MSG. . .Mike Bizzario
. .not shower for a year straight. . P-n -1) yum-vi
. .not be allowed sugar. . .Pete Melican
. .play Jimmy Buffett.. .The Vatican
. .make the best home brew.. .Paul Lombardi
V^.be a Walt Disney World tour guide.. .Pegeen Quinn,

^

. .run the tables at Ledyard.. .Mike Kassab
. .have a great party. . .the Big F Nice House
. .be missed.. .Frank Rabadam
. .be a forest ranger. . Todd Ulizio
. .have the favorite color brown. . .Pegeen Quinn
. .be a meat-ask. . .Ken Borkowski
. .jump on Sheila's bed.. .Tim O'Connor
. .have a great time at Dogwoods.. .Julie Cwikla
. .lose to Peg at darts. . .Dave DeNooyer ■
..buy a boat, sail off, and never be heard from again...Tom
Kilareski
..never exercise a day in his life...Mike Moore
..die listening to Buffett down the Jersey shore...Jay
Swineford
..be in the remake of Peter Pan...Sheila McCarthy
..produce and direct the remake of Peter Pan...Peg Quinn
..give Gabrielle Reece a run for her money...Amy
Boudreau
..live happily ever after with Greg and Cooper...Amy
Meyer
..marry a country music man...Peg Quinn
..marry an Irishman...Catherine McVeigh
..be the next solid gold dancer..Megan Mazzara
..die from an "axe wound"...John Madson
..have so many men, and so little time...Melinda
Livingstone
..stand in the corner because of fake turkey...Amy Meyer
..ride Space Mountain - someday...Sheila McCarthy
..to get married and never be seen again...John Shepard
..deliver Kathy Lee's next baby...Patty Bowtruczyk
..be "confused"...Ray Romano
..challege Larry Bird to a basketball game...Steve Elliot
..do a strip-tease on the Vatican table...Paul Murray
..complete a hat trick..Peg Quinn
..be found in Croatia...Sheila McCarthy
..have Mike Bizzario leave a footprint in their screen...the
Vatican
..to follow Goran Ivanisevic...Sheila McCarthy
..to follow Ernie Els...Pegeen Quinn ~
..to play one round at Augusta with Greg Norman...Joe
Daguanno
..to sprain her ankle...Patty Bowtruczyk
..to "play it off'...Chris Leavay

'Make- Jour
Mar/I
Seasonal Sales Associates

Most likely to...
..to make the best game of "I never"...Karen Potochney
..to be the next Lesley Visser...Karen Potochney
.to hate doing laundry...Karen Potochney
.to be found at Gold's...Mike Mura
..to think something "sucks"...Mike Mura and Dave Fillipelli
..to be found in the Stagher...Pete Melican
..to be the next Schwab...Amy Meyer
..to be making Gooseberry pies...Kathleen Birch
..to rollerblade down Bellarmine...Jay Swineford
..to marry a boy from St. Louis...Kathleen Birch
..to sing about sheep...Kathleen Birch
..to be partially deaf...Deb Shea
..to drink Peg's MGD...Dan Begley
..to be found doing Abs of Steel...Kelly MacMahon
..to be playing Cat Stevens or Billy Joel...Kelly MacMahon
..to find any change on the ground, heads up...Pegeen Quinn
..to be found sending e-mail...Sheila McCarthy
..to be found at Denim and Diamonds...Pegeen Quinn
..to never return anything he borrows...Matt Dunne
..to be a nursing nerd...Patty Bowtruczyk
..to fall out of her bunk...Pegeen Quinn
..most likely to have his ego leave him for another man...Steve Schmitt
..most likely to be mistaken for George McFly...Steve Schmitt
..to play sardines on a Friday night.. TH 145
..to be the "Limbo Queen"...Dina Myers

* Full-Time & Part-Time
You're preparing to be the best. You're studying to be
successful. Now, if you're ready to make your mark in
retailing, Lord & Taylor has the perfect opportunity.
Our long tradition of prestige means your expertise as
a Lord & Taylor Sales Associate will go a long way. It
also means:
*
*
*
*

competitive pay
pre-planned schedules
generous storewide discount great summer job!

We invitej^u to apply in person during store hours at
one of thefbllowing Lord & Taylor locations:

Trumbull Shopping Park
Stamford - 110 High Ridge Road
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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The Finish Line

The sleep deprivation drama ends

Kevin Ridolfi
A&E Editor Emeritus
As the saying goes, "It's not over
until the fat lady sings." Well somewhere,
hidden in a dark corner of the little cubicle
we call the Mirror office (or perhaps under
a stack of letters to the editor about
abortion), Roseanne Barr must be warming
up the ole vocal chords.
The year, our college careers, and
games of "guess-the-entree" at Sodexho
are drawing to an all too rapid-close. Yes,
this is all the senior writers' last chance to
write an article for this newspaper. Rather
than use this last opportunity to tearfully
reminisce about meaningful cracks in dorm
walls, the Prince of Kuwait, or the time a
friend blissfully burrowed under the sand
at Clam Jam, I'm going to focus my
memories on the tremendous publication
you're currently reading.
First, some meaningless stats to
take up space: this bit of nostalgia is the
86th article I've written for the Mirror.
These articles were composed of
somewhere in the area of 55,000 total
words, or 250 typed pages. To put that in
perspective, if I had spent these last four
years writing these words with academic
direction, I would have a doctoral
dissertation in my hands. During this time,
the Mirror has printed in excess of 252,000
newspapers, enough to probably wallpaper
every building on campus several times.
Those stats are one (dry) way of
remembering the Mirror, but let's try a
different approach. I began writing for the

Mirror in the beginning because I had it in
my head that I was eventually going to be a
sports writer. So right away, at the first
meeting, I naturally decided to write arts and
entertainment. Don't try to look for a
connection, there is none. To make a long
story" short, I'm still writing arts and
entertainment. For some reason, I never
ended up writing sports.
After freshman year, I was pretty
much convinced that no one read my articles
except for those people I paid or begged. I
had this feeling until sophomore year when
I made the fatal mistake of making fun of
REM. Guess what? People do notice what
gets printed in the Mirror. This has become
a common Mirror tactic, every once in a
while, we like to print controversial things
just to see if anyone is reading—we call this
the James Iannone attack strategy.
This past year, we actually
perfected this strategy in the Mirror. The
strategy resulted in the Great Abortion War
of 1994-95, The Samples Struggle of '94,
and The Mystery Album. The Abortion War
is obvious; the office was buried under about
forty tons of letters every week. The Samples
Struggle was fun too. The writer of the
article hadn't realized that Fairfield was the
national headquarters for the Samples fan
club before he wrote the article. But for me,
The Album was the icing on the cake.
Everyone (I hope) realized that the
March 30 issue of the Mirror this spring was
an April Fool's issue—Clam Jam is still
going to be held this Sunday. However, it
seems a large number of people still believed
the record review of Eddie Vedder's
supergroup, Times of Trouble. In fact, these
people actually traveled in hordes to a nearby
record store to purchase this album.
Remember this review appeared in the
Mirror, not Rolling Stone, Entertainment
Weekly, or on MTV.
Anyway, a worker, whom we'll
call Sam G. to protect the identity of the
store, decided to threaten me with a lawsuit
because he was inconvenienced by the
shocking experience of having customers in
his store. This store made a total of four
separate complaints over a two week span,
complaining that people were coming in

looking for this album. Supposedly, the
store manager even called Pearl Jam's
label to try to verify the album. Well, sorry
to disappoint everyone who asked for the
Times of Trouble CD for a graduation gift,
but the article was an April Fool's joke and
the album doesn't exist.
So, the biggest thing that I learned
from the Mirror is that people play close
attention when something is in print. I also
learned that sleep deprivation and the
Mirror are close relatives, especially when
your most dedicated writer ire vampires
who can only write ;i' two in the morning.
I've learned that at. a m. when wired on
caffeine and M&Ms, every cartoon is
funny, every article is deserving of a
Pulitzer, and the Mirror office is filled
with treacherous obstacles like broken
chairs, telephone chords, and computer
plugs that sometimes like to fall out of their
sockets.
The Mirror office has gremlins
too, I'm convinced of it. Somehow, the
computers mysteriously turn themselves
off. People submit articles and the articles
disappear. Entire sections of the newspaper
have been known to take a wrong turn on
the information highway and be lost
forever. Typos and spelling mistakes
occasionally wander across the pages.
Before anyone calls for the men
with the white coats, I was only kidding
about the gremlins. I'm sure there's a better
explanation, I just don't know what it is. I
do, however, know who to thank: Thanks
to all of my staff writers over the last year
and a half for always writing. To Rob
Gallo for the Entertainment Weekly
magazines and the weekly articles. To
James Iannone for hanging out in the office
until three in the morning (although it was
partially your fault). To the editorial staff
(Laura, Caitlin, Jessica, Nicole, Christine,
Vanessa, James, and Dan) for putting up
with my tirades. To Jen Panaro for taking
over when I was sick of editing. To Andi
Rierden for teaching the best class on
campus. To the friends who I forced to
write and read, I appreciate it.
To plagiarize Porky Pig, that' s al 1
folks. Good luck to every senior.

"Chase the light I see ahead
Luminate the path I tread
I live to be the best I can."
-Queensryche "Best I Can"

"If you choose not to decide
You still have made a choice."
-Rush "Freewill"

"I feel so alive now
And I feel that a change is
A change is gonna come."
—Candlebox "Change"

"Find all you need in your mind
If you take the time."
-Dream Theater "Take the Time"

Top Ten
rejected senior
week activities
Kevin Ridolfi
A&E Editor Emeritus
10. Twister with Sodexho staff.
9. Parking ticket amnesty day.
8. Scavanger hunt for lost mail.
7. Fr. Kelley look-alike contest.
6. Geese skeet shooting.
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5. Jesuit keg races.
4. Coed Naked Beruit.
3. Alumni Hall bonfire.
2. Bobbing for diplomas.
1. Grab a hammer and help finish the
Levee.
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Chris McTague and Chris Coen get
ready for the holidays
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Getting in touch with my
sensitive side

James Iannone
Commentary Editor
Emeritus
I entered Fairfield on
September 2,1991,1337 days ago.
Although time has began to ebb at
my memories of my first days at
Fairfield, I have done my best to
preserve them. I have made a
conscious effort not to overly
romanticize this period of my life;
I remember how lonely and
homesick I was. Yet 1 do remember
the feeling of wonder and
excitement that enraptured me.
Most of all, I fondly recall how my
freshman year floor, the third floor
in Dolan, became friends.
It's hard forme to convey
the feelings of isolation and anxiety
that I encountered. I felt different.
Well, at least looked different.I
soon discovered that although I
lived only 65 miles away, no one
dressed like I did. I was the only
one wearing Z. Cavaricci pants
and silk and rayon shirts
unbuttoned so my gold chain and
hairy chest was visible. I thought
L.L. Bean was something you could
find in a grocery store. Guido
fashion was about as popular then
at Fairfield as it is now. I soon
discarded my guido-threads—it
was a necessary action to prevent
the fashion police from flogging
me.
To make matters worse, I
soon fell victim to a host of
mysterious ailments. From having
patches on my eyes, to busting my
lip, to needing crutches every other
week, I was a terrible mess. Yet,
the most memorable ailment I
contracted was a naval infection.
An infection that, while talking
under my breath to an acquaintance
i 'V. Simon's pre-calculus class,
was confused for an anal infection.
The acquaintance (who is now a
friend and will remain nameless)
faithfully told every person he
knew that I had an anal infection I..
was nearly a week when I
discovered the mistake. I was
walking into Dolan Seller's (now
known as Sodexho) when he stood

up and shouted "There's the kid
with the anal infection!" For weeks
I had random people coming up to
me asking how my ass was feeling.
Making a fool out of
myself has always come naturally
to me (something that my devoted
readers who disagree with my
positions will surely agree with).
For instance, there was the time
that I was thrown out of a Stag
basketball game my freshman year
for cross-dressing. Or the time I
threw up in some girl's shoes at
Clam Jam sophomore year and
passed out in Long Island Sound.
There was always one constant to
my actions; it always amused my
friends, whether intentional (crossdressing) or unintentional (Clam
Jam).
I have enjoyed my
academic career at Fairfield.
Though my ability to procrastinate,
which led me to pull 40 all-niters
my freshman year,-still plagues
me, I have been raised to a new
level of thinking in the four years I
have spent at Fairfield. I have had
the privilege to learn from some of
the best professors, namely Dr.
Katz, Dr. Orman, Dr. Dew, Dr.
Lane and Fr. Holland. Iwould like
to thank each of them; I can only
hope that I will reach the same
level of excellence in my chosen
profession as they have in theirs.
To Dr. Katz, I would like
to thank you for your ceaseless
advice, guidance and encouragement. I could not have asked for a
better mentor.
To Dr. Orman, who I have
had so many times I could probably
declare a Dr. Orman minor, thank
you for being the most charismatic
professor I've ever had, and for
being a worthy basketball opponent
with a thirty-foot jump shot that
would make Dan Majerle green.
To Dr. Dew, who
possesses more esoteric knowledge
about world politics than anyone
alive, thank you for your
involvement with Model UN and
your assistance inside the
classroom.
To Dr. Lane, who could
keep anyone up at 8:20 with your
booming voice and tireless energy,
may you suffer no longer and the
Boston Red Sox win a World
Series.
Finally, to Fr. Holland.
%om the unbelievable amount of
knowledge you exposed me to (not
to mention the unbelievable
amount of work you demanded) to
the constructive criticisms of my
early writings, to keeping me from
cracking up when my girlfriend
dumped me, I have been honored

to call you a friend. I couldn't
possibly repay you for what you
have done for me. All I can do is
offer you this modest token of my
appreciation.
Switching gears a little
bit, I have thoroughly enjoyed all
of the numerous activities that I
have been a part of at Fairfield. I
was better at some (College Bowl,
UNITE) than others (like fencing,
where I nearly castrated my first
opponent, or as a WVOF "radio
personality," where I was kicked
off the air twice). However, the
activity that I have had the most
affections for has been writing for
The Mirror.
To think that a fifteen
dollarparking ticket my sophomore
year was the catalyst for my writing
career at Fairfield. Over the years I
have delighted in shooting my
mouth off and being outrageous,
often with good reason, often with
little concern over the potential
consequences. I have derided
people on this campus for being
too apathetic, and I was justified. I
have railed against students for
being closed minded and blasted
the town, the police, FUS A and the
administration where it was
appropriate.
I've gotten my share of
feedback. First, a disgruntled typesetter at The Mirror added the
phrase "I have no life" in the middle
of one of my articles. Then there
was the Samples controversy. An
article written in haste and as an
afterthought. Boy, did I piss a few
people off! I feared that a mob of
Samples fans would storm my
townhouse with torches. Yet, I
enjoyed the spotlight, even if it left
me with some second degree burns.
Kudos to Coach Cormier for not
allowing FUSA to have Alumni
Hall so those jerks could play here.
I've still never heard a song by
them, although one of their album
covers found its way into my
mailbox and now graces my wall.
Seriously, I would like to
thank Kevin Ridolfi for convincing
me to write for The Mirror again. It
was one of the best decisions I
have ever mad. And to Rob Gallo,
for listening to all of my crazy
ideas and for at least warning me of
the repercussions. We made quite
a staff.
I have yet to cover the
part of the college career that I
prize the most, the friendships that
I have made. When I think of my
floor freshman year, it amazes me
that we are still here together, as
close as we were the day we stepped
out of Dolan. Steve Ustaris, Jon

D'Andrea, Steve Schmitt, Steve
Prue, Rob Gallo, Chris Coen, Dan
Mangan, Kevin Ridolfi, Dave
Godwin, Chris McTague, Mike
Mann, Daryl Brown, Luis Rivera,
Brian Rosa, Mike-Lynch and Pat
Parchesky. For four years we have
shared our triumphs and our despair
together, cried tears of joy,
frustration and sorrow on each
other's shoulders, and wntched
time and history untold. You guys
filled a void in my 1 (•'. 1 looked to
all of you to u i.iie my innermost
hopes and fears. You are more than
just friends to me—you are my
family.
There have been other
people that I had the privilege of
becoming friends with. Jen Delos
Santos, Maridel Mauleon, Lyra
Espineli, Tony Marciano, Tim
Quane, Hector Valez, Dennis
Guerreiro, Lisa Boutwell, the guys
at Townhouse 45, the girls from
Townhouse 32, the freshmen posse,
Steve Prue's "Kaska girls," my
UNITE constituents, etc. To those
of you that I had the pleasure of
knowing and became friends with,
1
iiave not forgotten. Your kindness
nas left an indelible impression on
me.
I gaze at the clock and
realize that I have lost the game to
time. Four years have passed by
like four days. Yet time waits for
no man, so it is with me. Maybe
Dylan Thomas said it best in "Fern
Hill:"
And nothing I cared, at my blue
sky trades that time allows
In all of its tuneful turning so few
and such morning songs
Before the children green and
golden
Follow him out of grace...
Time held me green and dying
Though I sang in my chains like
the sea.
I am going to miss
Fairfield terribly. The beauty of its
rolling hills, the smell of the
dogwoods blooming, and the birds
chirping in the morning. Yet most
of all I will miss my friends. I pray
we never lose touch. I wish you
nothing but the best life has to
offer. Remember the words of the
poet Jessie B. Rittenhouse; don't
sell yourselves short because life
will give you whatever you ask of
it. I look forward to hearing your
voices when you are getting
married or when your kid hits a
home run in little league. If by
some chance we lose touch, know
that not a month will go by that I
will not think of the times we spent
together at Fairfield, and recall
fondly the best times of my life.

A Farewell
With all my will, but much
against my heart,
We two now part.
My Very Dear,
Our solace is, the sad road lies
so clear.
It needs no art,
With faint, averted feet
And many a tear,
In our opposed paths to
persevere.
Go thou to East, I West.
We will not say
There's any hope, it is so far
away.
But, O my Best,
When the one darling of our
windowhead,
The nursling Grief,
Is dead.
And no dews blur our eyes
To see the peach-bloom come
in evening skies,
Perchance we may,
Where now this night is day,
And even through faith of still
averted feet,
Making fulll circle of our
banishment,
Amazed meet;
The bitter journey to the
bourne so sweet
Seasoning the termless feast
of our content
With tears of recognition
never dry.

-Coventry Patmore

Don't hate me 'cause I'm
beautiful.

Townhouse 47 studs in Cancun: Steve Ustaris, James
Iannone, Jon D'Andrea
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These are the days to hold on to...

Peter Buck, Ron Vigliotta, Kevin Garofoli, Peter Pitucco,
Scott Davidson, Jim Bellemare, Jim Sulzer, Kevin Casey

Brian Harvey, Kerrin Fenton, Tara Fischetti, Mike Kuris

Jason Mistretta, Kevin Casey, George Pagano

Jennifer Hillgen, Pegeen Quinn, Tim O'Connor, Frank
Rabadam, Marc Murolo, Brian Fleming

Caitlin Whelan, Dina Myers, Nancy Bartlett, Amy Coletti

Kevin Guinan, Tara Fischetti

Melissa Natale, Nancy Bartlett, Wendy Cartier

Kerry Shea, Kerrin Fenton, Kathy McGuigan,
Tara Fischetti
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The end of senior edition, the
beginning of the rest of your life.
See you at the five year reunion.
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